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1. INTRODUCTION
In the analysis of linear models for designed experiments, balanced data sets are
frequently summarized in an analysis of variance (ANOVA). In balanced data sets
the sums of squares in the ANOVA are additive and generally accepted by
statisticians as a good way to summarize the data for testing the linear hypotheses
that are most often of interest. For unbalanced data there typically does not exist
one single unique ANOVA that summarizes the data. The theory of linear models
can be applied in fixed linear models to construct an additive ANOVA for testing
any linear hypothesis, but this ANOVA changes with each linear hypothesis of
interest.Similar statements can be applied to mixed linear models, although the
theory for unbalanced mixed linear models does not always lead to a satisfactory
answer as it does in the fixed linear model.
This thesis is concerned with a method for forming an ANOVA for unbalanced
data sets called the unweighted means ANOVA (UANOVA). The UANOVA
procedure was first described by Yates (1934) for an unbalanced two-way model
with interaction as an approximate, but computationally simple method of analysis.
Today the computationally simple part of a UANOVA justification is not
particularly relevant because of high speed computers. Even so, the method is still
sometimes recommended in today's literature. It is most popular in mixed linear
models as a starting point for computing variance component estimators and
confidence intervals. A few of the references in this area are Anderson and
Bancroft (1952), Searle (1971), Henderson (1978) and Burdick and Graybill (1992).2
It has also been recommended as an alternative way for testing certain linear
hypotheses in fixed linear models. The two original references in this direction are
Grosslee and Lucas (1965) and Rankin (1974). The theory of using theUANOVA
for testing linear hypotheses in fixed effects linear models is less well developed
than theUANOVAprocedure for variance components in mixed linear models. It
is the purpose of this thesis to investigate theUANOVAmethod for this less well
developed area of testing linear hypotheses in fixed effects models.
Much of the literature for testing linear hypotheses in fixed effects models with
theUANOVAmethod is concerned with the two-way model with interaction.This
literature is reviewed in Chapter 2. One problem with this literature, which occurs
in most of the literature for the two-way model with interaction, is the lack of
consensus as to what is the linear hypothesis of no main effect. The
recommendations here span the spectrum from those statisticians that say it does
not make any sense to test a main effect hypothesis in the model with interaction to
something likeSASthat provides several alternative sums of squares, e.g., Types I,
H and ifi.It is not the purpose of this thesis to settle this argument, but to fenet out
the relevant parts of the literature that concern theUANOVAprocedure. For
example, some authors have compared theSASType H main effect sum of squares
(sometimes called the least squares method) with the main effect sum of squares
from aUANOVA,but generally we do not believe this is appropriate since the two
sums of squares are testing different linear hypotheses.Amore relevant
comparison is with the Type ifi sum of squares since the linear hypothesis tested by
a main effect Type ifi sum of squares is the same linear hypothesis as tested by the
corresponding main effect sum of squares in aUANOVA.Although the UANOVA procedure is applicable to unbalanced data sets, there
are some limitations. In particular, there cannot be missing cells and continuous
variables like covariates cannot be accommodated. In Section 2 of Chapter 4 we
deal with this aspect of the UANOVA procedure. We show for a general linear
model how the UANOVA procedure can be generalized for any linear hypothesis.
This UANOVA generalization, as with the usual linear model test for a linear
hypothesis, depends on the linear hypothesis. That is, different linear hypotheses
lead to different UANOVAs. Instead of referring to them as a UANOVA we
simply refer to the procedure as the UM (unweighted means ) method. To
accomplish our generalization we require some general facts from linear model
theory which are provided in Chapter 3. Our extension of the UM procedure to the
general linear model is based on a submodel. This submodel is not unique, but
generally it is pretty clear what the submodel should be. Also, in Chapter 4 we
investigate the distribution of the test statistic for the UM procedure.
In Chapter 5 we examine several ways for determining the critical value for the
UM procedure and provide some power comparisons. In the literature the critical
value calculations have been done via a Satterthwaite approximation and the power
computations have been done by simulations. However, we were able to adopt the
Imhof (1961) methods to do these calculations which essentially provide exact
answers, except for any numerical integration and truncation errors.
Traditionally the UM procedure is described for models with interaction, but our
generalization is very general and can be used in completely additive models.
However, we suspect our UM generalization in an additive model is not what
would typically be expected. This is discussed in Section 5 of Chapter 4. We
conclude the thesis with some observations in Chapter 6.2. REVIEW OF THE TWO-WAY MODEL WITH INTERACTION
Consider the two-way classification model with interaction. LetYkbe the kth
observation in row i and column j for i = 1, 2, .., a, j = 1, 2, ..., b and k1, 2,
., n.The model, in its unconstrained parametrization form, is
(2.1)
where ,a is the general mean, cis the effect due to row i, 13is the effect due to
column j, -yjis the interaction effect due to row i and column j and theekare
independent random errors with means 0 and variancesa2respectively. This
feature of having more parameters in the expectation than observed cell means to
estimate them from is sometimes called an over-parametrization. However, we
shall generally refer to the expectation ofYkin model(2.1)as the unconstrained
parametrization as opposed to the over-parametrized model. Throughout this
chapter we suppose that there are no missing observations (alln> 0), but that the
design can be unbalanced.
In the literature there is a consensus for how to test the linear hypothesis of no
interaction in Model(2.1).The devSS (deviation sum of squares) for the null
hypothesis of no interaction is the sum of squares for the interaction effects
adjusted for all other effects. Let us denote this sum of squares, using the R
(reduction) notation, as R('y,a,/3). For testing a linear hypothesis of no main
effects, however, a similar approach does not work since a quantity like
R(cL,/3,'y) is identically zero. As a result, there are several different methods that
have been used and/or recommended. The two most popular methods are the "least
squares" and "constrained parametrization" methods which are discussed in
Sections2.2and2.3respectively. In the next section the infrequently5
recommended UM (unweighted means) method is discussed which is the method
generalized and investigated in this thesis.
2.1. Method of Unweighted Means.
The UM procedure for model (2.1) was described by Yates (1934) as an
approximate, but computationally simple method of analysis. The UM method can
also be applied to many other types of experimental designs. A few of the
references to this method are Anderson and Bancroft (1952), Gosslee and Lucas
(1965), Searle (1971), Rankin (1974), Henderson (1978) and Burdick and Graybill
(1992). For model (2.1) letYd3= Y. Then we have the model
(2.2)
The UM residual sum of squares is the usual within sum of squares for model (2.1).
The remaining UM sums of squares can be computed from model (2.2) acting as
though the model is balanced with eachYdijbeing the average ofhobservations
where rig, is the harmonic mean of the actual sample sizes. That is,
ab (2.3)
Table 2.1 shows the formulae for the UANOVA (unweighted means ANOVA).
Note that generally the only sum of squares in this table that has ax2distribution is
the residual sum of squares. As a result, F-ratios formed from this table typically
do not follow the F-distribution.
Some writers, e.g., Snedecor and Cochran (1967), have recommended using the
UM procedure only when the discrepancies in sample sizes is small, but other
writers have not. Gosslee and Lucas (1065) and Rankin (1974) investigated
properties of UM in hypothesis testing. Gosslee and Lucas considered model (2.1)and Rankin considered both model (2.1) and the one-way classification model.
Rankin concluded that UM is more powerful than the least squares (see next
section) when a small sample is taken from the population with the largest mean.
Conversely, when the small sample is taken from another population the least
squares test is more powerful. Levy, Naura, and Abrami (1975) recommend the use
of the UM in the 22 experiment over the least squares method. They argued that,
although UM is
Table 2.1 UANOVA table for model (2.1)
Source df Sum of Squares
A a 1 SSDAU= nhb>(Ydi.
b
B b1 SSDBU= nf1a(Yd
j=1
ab
AB (a1)(b 1) SSDABU= nh>(YdijYdi.Yd.j+Yd..)2
i=lj=1
ab jj
Residualnab SSE = (Y
i=lj=lk=1
approximate, their simulations demonstrate that the approximation is quite good
and since UM is simpler, it should be used in preference to least squares. For the
Levy, Naura, and Abrami (1975) recommendation, Speed and Monlezun (1979)
made the following two arguments. First, for the situation Levy, Naura, and
Abrami considered, UM is exact and not approximate. That is, both UM and least
squares provide exact tests. Second, the preferred method depends on the
hypothesis of interest. Speed, Hocking and Hackney (1978) argued that UM, in7
general, provides sums of squares that are only approximately chi-squared so that
the mean squares in a UANOVA do not correspond to testing linear hypotheses.
The SS from a UANOVA have also been used to construct confidence intervals
for variance components. Thomas and Hultquist (1978) discussed how this can be
done in the unbalanced random one-way model. They recommended using the SS
from a UANOVA as though they came from a balanced design. That is, any
method developed for a balanced design could be used by simply substituting the
appropriate SS from a UANOVA. This idea was followed up by a number of
writers and culminated in a summarization by Burdick and Graybill (1992). Some
more recent work along this line can be found Eubank, Seely and Lee (2001) and
Purdy (1998). Additionally the UANOVA has been used for estimation of variance
components as discussed in Henderson (1978).
2.2. Method of Least Squares (SAS Type II).
The term 'least squares method" as used in the previous section refers to a
specific way of forming the SS in an ANOVA table for model (2.1).Tn particular,
the main effect sum of squares for rows (factor A) is the sum of squares for the
adjusted for the /3and the sum of squares for columns (factor B) is the sum of
squares for the /3adjusted for the cit,Let us denote these sums of squares using
theRnotation asR(at, /3)andR(/3t,c)respectively. Then the least squares
ANOVA table can be formed as in Table 2.2.
Note that the residual sum of squares is the same in both Tables 2.1 and 2.2, but
typically the other sums of squares in the two tables and not equal. Also, note that
the sums of squares in the least squares table are equivalent to the Type II SS for
model (2.1) generated by SAS GLM. Thus, they are easily calculated.Table 2.2 ANOVA Table for the Least Squares Method
Source df Sum of Squares
A ai R(&Ii,/3)
B b 1 R(/31p,a)
AB (a-1)(b-1) R(y!,a,c,/3)
Residual nab SSE
Example 2.1. To illustrate the UM and least squares procedures, consider
model (2.1) with i = 1,2 and j = 1,2. Suppose the data are:
Data (Speed and Monlezun (1979))
Level 1 2
A 1 10.0 9.8 10.3 25.0 25.1 25.2 24.8 24.6 25.0 25.3 25.1
2 15.2 15.0 15.0 14.919.8 19.9 20.0 20.0 20.4 20.1 19.7
For this data, the ANOVA tables for the two procedures are given in Table 2.3. For
the row effects, it is clear from the table that UM fails to reject the null hypothesis,
while least squares rejects null hypothesis.
Because of this discrepancy in the conclusions reached by the two procedures, it
seems natural to ask if these two methods test same hypotheses. Table 2.4 gives
two different row effect null hypotheses and a single null hypothesis for theTable 2.3 ANOVA Table
Source df SS MS F p-value
UM
Row 1 .0014 .0014 0.030.8461
Column 1 467.1091 467.109110110.59
Interaction 1 117.9165 117.91652552.65
Residual 18 .83 15 .0462
least squares
Row 1 19.1339 19.1339414.21 <0.0001
Column 1 434.2702 434.27029401.05
Interaction 1 117.9165 117.92652552.65
Residual 18 .8315 .0462
interaction effect. Note that the column effect hypotheses are omitted in Table 2.4
since they can be easily inferred from the row effect hypotheses.
Table 2.4 Hypotheses to be tested in the 2 x 2 model
Row Effects
HAU:a1 =a2 +2
HA2 : (ai a2 + ')'ii Y21) 1a a1 + 'Y22 'y12)
flhl+fl2l
2
Interaction Effect
H13 : 'Y12721 + 722
By examining the SS in the UM and least squares procedures, it can be determined
that the null hypotheses being tested are those given in the following table:10
UM least squares
Row Effect HAU HA2
Interaction Effect H13 H13
Notice that both procedures test the same null hypothesis for the interaction, but
that the null hypotheses for the row effects (column effects) can be quite different.
Thus, from this table, it is clear that the decision to use one method over the other
for testing row effects should be based on the hypothesis of interest. For this
particular data set we have
HAU:&i+')'i=c2+2and
HA2: c2 + 'yii y21) 1 + 'Y22 y12).
The hypotheses tested by UM are the same hypotheses that are tested in the
balanced case. Note that least squares hypotheses are functions of the sample sizes,
but that the UM hypotheses are not. 0
Speed and Monlezun (1979) emphasized that existing software can be used to
obtain a UANOVA. They mentioned that they have converted, with very little
effort, BMDO2V to handle the a general 2' experiment with unequal numbers per
cell. However, in a 2k experiment with unequal numbers per cell the UANOVA
can be obtained directly from existing software since the Type ifi ANOVA
generated by SAS GLM is the same as the UANOVA in 2'experiments.
2.3. The Constrained Parametrization (SAS Type III).
The previous section discussed one of two frequently recommended methods for
getting main effect sums of squares for model (2.1). The other can be described in
several ways, one of which is through adjusted sums of squares with the usual11
constrained parametrization. Consider the standard constrained parametrization for
model (2.1),
E(k)+ c + /3 + 'y, all i, j, k (2.4)
where the parameters are constrained according to the following conditions
'y=O,a1li, and-y=O,allj
LetR(c-, /3C, yC)be the sum of squares for the cadjusted for all other
parameters. Here the constraints must be taken into account when computing the
adjusted sum of squares; otherwise one would computeR(c4ji, 3,y)which is
identically zero. This sum of squares is the main effect sum of squares for factor A.
Similarly,R(/3cj/ic,C nyC)is the main effect sum of squares for factor B and
R(ydI,ac,/3c)j5 the interactionsum of squares. It can be shown that these
adjusted sums of squares for the constrained parametrization (2.4) are identical with
the Type ifi sums of squares from SAS GLM when there are no missing cells in
model (2.1). Thus, these sums of squares are easily calculated.
It is easy to check thatR('yp, ac,/3c)= R('yi, c, /3)so that the least squares
method and the constrained parametrization method are testing the same null
hypothesis of no interaction.Further, by construction it follows that
R(acj, /3C, .yC)is the devSS for testing the null hypothesis
HA3:c=...=c.
Recall for the 2' experiment that a SAS Type ifi ANOVA is the same as the
UANOVA. Thus, for Example 2.1 the UANOVA in Table 2.3 is also the Type ifi
ANOVA and hence HAU in Table 2.4 is the null hypothesis for being tested by
R(adI, ,3c, yC)12
2.4. The Cell Mean Parametrization.
In the previous sections we have introduced the most frequently recommended
(Types II and ifi) ANOVAs for the two-way model with interaction as well as the
UANOVA. For the 2 x 2 model, we have also seen through Example 2.1 what
hypotheses are being tested in each of these ANOVAs. To examine what is being
tested in the general model, it is convenient to introduce the cell mean
parametrization used by some writers such as Kutner (1974) and Speed, Hocking
and Hackney (1978). In particular, the cell mean parametrization is given by
E(Y13k) =,ujj,all i, j, k, (2.5)
where uis defined as the population mean of cell i, j.
By expressing the previous null hypotheses in terms of the cell mean
parametrization, it is easy to distinguish the differences among the various
hypotheses. For example, by using the relationships
(2.6)
one can express HA2 and HA3 for a22experiment as
HA2:
fl 121(1111 /121) 12±22(/122 /112)and
HA3:j11 =
For the general model, the various null hypotheses are contained in Table 2.5. The
hypothesis HAl in this table is associated with R(a/1) which can be obtained as a
Type I SS in SAS. The hypotheses HA2 and HA3 are associated with SAS type II
and ifi sums of squares and HAU is the null hypothesis for no row effects in a
UANOVA. For completeness, column effect hypotheses are also included in the
table and have a similar interpretation as the row effect hypotheses. The interaction
sum of squares is the same in Types I, II and ifi sums of squares and the associated
null hypothesis is H13. In the UANOVA, the null hypothesis HIU is the same as13
the H13 null hypothesis, but in general the two sums of squares are not the same.
Justification for the Type I, II and ifi null hypothesis expressions can be found in
Speed, Hocking and Hackney (1978, JASA) while justification for the UANOVA
null hypothesis expressions is easily inferred later from Example 4.4
Table 2.5 Hypotheses in the two-way classification model
Row Effects HAl: >nzjpjj/nj =
j 3
HA2: >fljj[Lj :n37::I3L3
HA3,HAU: jij=i
Column Effects HC1: >ijP'ij/j = >nij'/1ij'/nj'
HC2:>.:I:nijiij
HC3, HCU:
Interaction Effect H13, HIU:/ijjujypj'j + iii'y
The following table summarizes the previous discussion about which hypotheses
are tested by each of the methods. The table does not contain the column effect
information, but this information is easily determined from the row effect
information.14
Row Row SS Interaction
Type I HAl R(ci) H13
Type II HA2R(c,3) H13
Type ifiHA3 R(c/c3cyc) H13
UM HA3 SSAU H13
A few observations about Table 2.5 seem appropriate. First, the table assumes that
all of theare nonzero. Second, when the design is balanced, i.e., all of the
are equal, then the entries in each column reduce to the same quantity. However,
when the nare unequal the row effect sums of squares are generally all different
and the two interaction sums of squares are also typically different. Third, notice
that Types I and II row effect null hypotheses depend on the cell sizes whereas HA3
and HAU are independent of the cell sizes.Fourth, with respect to the Type II row
effect SS, it should be mentioned that frequently when this hypothesis is
recommended, it is only recommended when the interaction SS is not significant,
e.g., see Searle (1971).
Note that some authors refer to the Type H method as "fitting constants" or "least
squares." Such a title is misleading since all of the methods, except that of
unweighted means, are based on least squares fits of some model. (Speed, Hocking
and Hackney, 1978).
Previously we have outlined four possible methods for obtaining a row effect
sum of squares for model (2.1). The preferred method should depend on the
hypothesis of interest. Francis (1973) stated that HA3 is the type of hypothesis that
most people really want to do and Kutner (1974) also stated that HA3 is generally
the more appropriate hypothesis. Several authors compared UM with the Type H
method. For example, Levy, Laura and Abrami (1975) performed simulations in22
experiments for such comparisons. Rankin (1974) compared UM with the Type II15
method in the one-way classification model. In the one-way classification model,
Types I, II and ifi all give the same sum of squares for the linear hypothesis of no
treatment effects.However, in other models it should be noted that such
comparisons are somewhat suspect since different linear hypotheses are being
tested.
Speed, Charles and Monlezun (1979) argue that for 22 experiments UM is
testing a reasonable hypothesis, but Type II is generally not. Note that the
associated sum of squares from UM and Type ifi are testing the same hypotheses,
which is the same hypothesis tested in the balanced case In fact, in 22 experiments,
the associated sum of squares from UM and Type ifi are identical. Therefore, UM
and Type ifi can be compared, however their comparison has not been explored.
Note that although UM and Type ifi methods test the same null hypotheses, they
generally have different power functions.16
3. REVIEW OF LINEAR MODELS
This chapter summarizes the elements of linear model theory that are deemed
important to understanding the ideas in the succeeding pages. Suppose that Y is
an n x 1 random vector. In addition to the random vector Y, the components of a
linear model generally consist of four items: An assumption about the expectation
vectors E(Y), an assumption about the covariance structure Cov(Y), an
assumption about any functional relationships between the mean vector and the
covariance structure and an assumption about the distribution of Y. In this thesis
we will always suppose that there are no functional relationships between the mean
vector and the covariance structure. Also, the distributional assumptions for the
first few sections will be simply first and second moment assumptions, but when
we discuss the residual and deviation sum of squares we will assume that Y has a
multivariate normal distribution. Note that these assumptions are not limiting
assumptions in the sense that they are the usual assumptions made in linear models.
3.1. Expectation, Estimability and Parametrizations.
The set consisting of all possible expectation vectors E(Y) is called the
expectation space and is denoted by ft For our purposes, we suppose that Il is a
subspace. While this is not necessary, it does make notation more convenient and
allows us to circumvent a couple of irregularities that arise when 1 is allowed to
be an arbitrary set. A parametrization for E(Y) is an expression of the form
E(Y) = X5, z'6 = 0, (3.1)
where 6 is a p x 1 vector of unknown parameters, X is a known n x p matrix,L
is a known p x s matrix and1 = {X6 : L'6 = 0). Note that in theory, one17
starts with the expectation space and then comes the parametrization. In practice,
however, one starts with a given parametrization which then defines the expectation
space from which other parametrizations can be defined. The matrix X in a
parametrization is called the design matrix (although some authors restrict design
matrix to mean that X is composed of zero's and one's) and N(/.'), the null space
ofLi',is called the parameter space. Note that the dimension ofcan be
expressed as
m=dim=r(X',L)r(z),
where r(A) denotes the rank of a matrix A.
For the most part, parametrizations considered in the sequel are unrestricted.
This is usually indicated by a statement such as "6 unknown" which means that R'
is the parameter space so that L = 0. In this situation= R(X) where R(A)
denotes the range or column space of the matrix A and m = r(X).
Example 3.1 (two-way model with interaction). Let Y denote the
n x 1 vector composed of the Yk in model (2.1). Write the expectation
in matrix form as
E(Y) = 1i + Aa + Bj3+ Ty = X6, 6 unknown.
Here p = 1 + a + b + ab and since there are no restrictions we haveLi =0 so that
= R(X) and m = r(X) = ab. Now let' be such thatL!8C= 0 describes
the constraints in the parametrization (2.4). For example, if a= b = 2, then
011000000 000110000
000001100 0000000ii 000001010
000000101Then it can be shown that{XC: = 0) is equal to R(X) so that (2.4) is also
a parametrization. Finally, it is easy to check that R(X) = R(T) so that the
unrestricted cell means in (2.5) also constitute a parametrization. Although then
were all assumed to be nonzero for model (2.4), it should be noted here that the
parametrizations in this example do not require this assumption. However, the
value ofmabdoes require nonzeron.In generalmis equal to the number
of nonzeron.D
Example 3.2 (two-way additive model). Consider the two-way classification
model without interaction. This is the same setup as in model (2.1) except that the
yj interaction terms do not appear in the model. hi particular, the unconstrained
parametrization for this model is
where i =l,...,a, j =1,...b andk 1,...,n.And the matrix version is
E(Y) = li + Aa+ B13 = X5, Sunknown,
where X = (1 ,A,B).As in Chapter 2 we assume all of theare nonzero, but
this is not necessary for the general model. The constrained parametrization and
the cell mean parametrization are also defined for this model. The constrained
parametrization is like parametrization (2.4) without the interaction terms. To
illustrate in matrix form, suppose thata= 2 andb= 2. Then the constrained
parametrization is
where
E(Y) = XS, f5C = 0,
1011001
'" [o001ijTo get the cell mean parametrization for the additive model one must add
restrictions to the parametrization (2.5). To illustrate, suppose again that
a = b = 2. Then the cell means parametrization can be written as
E(Y23) =
where /111 /112 /121 + /122 = o.
In matrix form the parametrization can be written as
E(Y) = T/1, F'1i = 0,
where
19
1000 ,U11
T =
0100
/1
/112and F' = [1 1 1 1].
0001 ,U22
Note that all of the expressions above are parametrizations for E(Y) because it can
be shown that= R(X) ={X6C = 0) = {T/1 : F'1i = O}.D
One part of the theory of linear models is the study of linear estimation. That is,
the study of linear estimators to estimate linear parametric vectors. By a linear
estimator we mean a vector A'Y where A is a known matrix and by a linear
parametric vector we mean a vector of the form A'ö where A is a known matrix.
Since our attention in the sequel will be exclusively on linear estimators and linear
parametric vectors, the term "linear" is frequently omitted.
Definition. A parametric vector A'6 is said to be estimable provided that
there exists a linear estimator that is unbiased for A'ö.
The following well known proposition characterizes estimability.
Proposition 3.1.
(a)A parametric vector A'5 is estimable if and only if R(A) C R(X',L).
(b)The parametric vector S is estimable if and only if r(X', z) = p.20
In the previous interaction example, the parametric vector in the unconstrained
parametrization is not estimable whereas it is estimable in both the constrained
parametrization and the cell mean parametrization whenever the nj are all
nonzero. If, however, some of then3are zero, then the parametric vector in each
of the three parametrizations is not estimable. In the additive example, the situation
is somewhat changed. In particular, the parametric vector in the unconstrained
parametrization is not estimable, but the parametric vectors in the constrained
parametrization and the cell mean parametrization is estimable whenever
r(X) = a + b1 which is the same as saying the design matrix X is connected.
3.2. Covariance Structure,blues,and gm Vectors.
The previous section discussed the first moment linear model assumptions and
the notion of estimability. The present section is devoted to the second moment
assumptions and linear estimation. Throughout this section suppose that
E(Y) = X5', z'5 = 0,
is a parametrization for E(Y).
Definitions.
. blue(best linear unbiased estimator). A linear estimator T'Y is said to be
ablue(for its expectation) provided that
Cov(T'Y) <Cov(A'Y)
for all Cov(Y) and for all linear estimators A'Y that have the same
expectation as T'Y. It is said to be abluefor A'5 provided that it is ablue
and it is unbiased for A'6.21
gm (Gauss-Markov) for S. A random vector 6 that is a function of Y is
said to be gm for 6 provided that A'6 is abluefor A'6 whenever A'6 is
estimable.
Y is said to be proper provided that it's sample space is a subset of the range
of its covariance matrix.
The notions of ablueand gm for 6 are standard linear model definitions, but the
notion of Y being proper is not. Note that if Cov(Y) is positive definite, then its
range is lR' so that Y is automatically proper. Thus, the notion of proper only
comes into play when the covariance matrix in a linear model is singular. All of the
basic models we consider will have a positive definite covariance matrix so they
will be proper. If fact, the basic linear models that we will consider will have
Cov(Y)g2J However, even in this context it iseasy to come up with another
linear model that does have a singular covariance matrix as illustrated in the
following example.
Example 3.3 (partitioned model). Suppose that 6 is unknown, that X6 is
partitioned as X6 =X161+ X262 and that Cov(Y) = a21. If one is only
interested in estimable parametric vectors involving 62, then it is natural to consider
the linear modelZ =N1Y whereN1is the orthogonal projection operator on
N(X). Notice that
E(Z) =N1X262 and Cov(Z) =a2N1
That is, the Z linear model has a singular covariance matrix. However, notice that
the sample space of Z is{ N1 y yin sample space of Y } which is contained in
R(N1) so that the Z linear model is proper. EJ
The above example illustrates that singular covariance matrices can easily arise
in standard linear models and thus it would be helpful to know how to deal with22
them. There is a general theory of linear models for singular covariance matrices,
but that theory is a bit cumbersome. However, if the linear model is proper, then
the basic theory for a positive definite covariance structure is essentially unchanged
as illustrated by the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that S is unknown, that Cov(Y) = a2V and that Y
is proper. Let C be a g-inverse for V. Then the following statements can be
made.
(a)T'Y is ablueif and only if R(VT) C ft
(b) A random vector S is gm for S if and only if X'GXS = XICY.
(c)If A'S and F'S are estimable and if 6 is gm for 5,then
Cov(A'6, F') = a2A'(X'CX)T.
The facts in the above proposition are well known when V is positive definite.
In fact, (a) is known to be true whether or not Y is proper. Also, (c) is known to be
true wheneverC R(V) (which is a consequence of proper).This condition for
(c) also implies that 6 in (b) is gm, but the converse in (b) does need proper to
insure validity. Recall in the above partitioned model example that the Z linear
model was proper. Also, note that N1is an orthogonal projection operator so that it
is a g-inverse for itself. Thus, from (b) we can say that 82is gmfor 82 with respect
to the Z linear model if and only if2satisfies the reduced normal equations
X'N1X62 =X'N1Y. In the partitioned model example we demonstrated directly
that Z was proper. However, we could conclude this fact immediately from the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.3.If Y is proper, then the linear model for Z = A'Y is proper
where A is any given known matrix.23
This lemma, combined with the previous proposition is very useful in linear
models. The lemma says that any linear transformation of a proper random vector
is proper. Hence, since all of our basic linear models will have a positive definite
covariance matrix, it follows that any linear model we consider that is derived as a
linear transformation of Y will be proper. Also, notice that the above proposition
is for the situation when there are no constraints on the parameter vector, i.e.,
= 0. There are a number of similar results for arbitraryL,but we mention only
one of them.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose that Cov(Y) = cr2V and that Y is proper. Set
U = XBwhereBis such thatR(B) = N(L').Then E(Y) = UO, 0 unknown,
is a parametrization for E(Y). Furthermore,
(a)If 0 is gm for 0, then6 = BO isgm for6.
(b)IfA'6andF'6are estimable and if and if6 isgm for6,then
Cov(A'6, I"6) = a2A'B(U'VU)B'F.
Notice that to use this corollary you first apply the previous proposition to the
parametrization E(Y) = U0, 0 unknown. That is, 0 and (U'VU)would be
outputs from the proposition.
This concludes our brief discussion on linear estimation. In summary, we note
that in general our basic model will typically have Cov(Y) = cr2I so that our basic
model and any derived models that are a linear transformation of our basic model
will be proper. Also, we will typically have no constraints on our model so that the
gm equations reduce to the familiar normal or least squares equations
x'x_= x'y.24
3.3. Linear Hypotheses.
Suppose that Y is such that E(Y) E Il whereis a subspace. Then a linear
hypothesis is any statement that can be reduced to the form
H: E(Y) EH [His a subspace of 1] (3.2)
A:
In this statement it is assumed that the covariance structure of Y under the null and
alternative hypotheses is the same as in the model for Y. Thus, a linear hypothesis
is simply a null hypothesis that specifies a linear model whose expectation space is
a subspace of ft One way to form a linear hypothesis is the following:
H: E(Y)=XHSH, LHSH=0. (3.3)
By such a statement we mean (3.2) withH={XHSH : L!HSH=0). We refer to
(3.3) as a linear hypothesis on E(Y) provided thatHCft
Our primary interest is in forming linear hypotheses via a statement about the
parameters in a parametrization for E(Y). Suppose that E(Y)=XS, z'S=0, is a
parametrization for E(Y). Then our interest will be in forming a linear hypothesis
via a statement like
H:A'S=O (L'6=O) (3.4)
A: A'S0 (s'S=0)
In order for this to be a linear hypothesis as in (3.2) we first need
={X6 : A'S=0, z'S=0} to be a subspace of Il. This is clearly true so that
H: E(Y) EHis a linear hypothesis on E(Y). The alternative to this linear
hypothesis is A: E(Y)e=t:E , },but we would like the
alternative to be specified as in (3.4). That is, we want to interpret the alternative in
terms of the parameter vector S instead of E(Y).In particular, this means that we
needA= where 1l={X8 : A'S0, /'S=0}. In order for this to betrue it can be shown that we need A'S to be estimable. We refer to (3.4) as a
linear hypothesis on S provided that A'S is estimable. Typically we shorten a
linear hypothesis on S to a statement like H: A'S = 0, but the actual statement is
that described in (3.4).
Above two different methods for describing a linear hypothesis have been
discussed. Neither of these methods is more general than the other in the sense that
any linear hypothesis (3.2) can be described as a linear hypothesis on E(Y) and it
can also be described as a linear hypothesis on S. Thus, any linear hypothesis on S
can be expressed as a linear hypothesis on E(Y) and conversely. Expressing a
linear hypothesis on S as a linear hypothesis on E(Y) is straightforward. For
example, takeXH= X andLH= (A,z). The converse of expressing a linear
hypothesis on E(Y) as a linear hypothesis on S can always be accomplished, but
that requires more work. This is illustrated in the following example.
Example 3.4 (Two-way additive unconstrained model). Consider the two-
way additive model with a = b = 2 and with n = 1for all i, j.Write the
model in matrix form using the unconstrained parametrization as
E(Y)= 1,a+Aa+B/3=XS.
Then H: E(Y3)=/H + /3His a linear hypothesis on E(Y) because
= R(1,B) isa subspace of=R(X).Let us express this linear hypothesis
on E(Y) as a linear hypothesis on 6. That is, find an estimable parametric vector
A'S such that11H ={XSA'S = 0}. Typically the easiest way to do this is via
ad hoc type methods, but a prescribed method that will always work is the
following. Find Q such that N(Q') = Then 0E QHQ'O = 0.
However, it is also true thatH CIl so that 0e 1Hmust be of the form 0 = XS
for some S. Therefore, we can write11H ={XS : Q'XS = 0}. Let A' = Q'X.26
Since A'is estimable because R(A)cR(X'Q) C R(X'), it follows that
H:A'5 = 0 is a linear hypothesis on 5 that is equivalent to H: E(Y) E To
illustrate for our particular example, QIPBis a satisfactory choice since
= R(B). This gives
ri
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Therefore hypothesis on E(Y), H:E()= ILH + is same the hypothesis
H: c a2= 0 which is a hypothesis on
3.4. The Residual and Deviation Sum of Squares.
Suppose in this section that E(Y) = X5, L= 0, is a parametrization for E(Y)
and that Cov(Y) = o-2V where V is a positive definite matrix. Since Y is
proper, note that any linear transformation of Y is also proper. The purpose of this
section is to briefly review the usual test statistic for testing a linear hypothesis.
The first quantity we need is the residual or error sum of squares. In particular,
SSE = niinçY (3.5)
where IIxII= x'V1x is called the residual or error sum of squares. Next we need
the following proposition. The notationx2(k,A) denotes the noncentral chi-
squared distribution with k degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter A.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that H: A'ö = 0 is a linear hypothesis on 5. Let
be gm for5, let D be such that Cov(A'6) = a2D and let r = r(D). Set
SSD = (A'5)'D(A'5). (3.6)
Recall that m = dimft If Y has a multivariate normal distribution, then the
following statements may be made:27
(a)SSE/a2x2(f) wheref = nm.
(b)r = r(A,A)r(A).
(c)SSD/a2"-'2(r,A)whereA =(A'6)'D(A'6)/o2.
(d)The noncentrality parameterAin (c) is zero if and only if A'6 = 0.
(e)SSE and SSD are independent.
(f)ifQis a continuous function of Y such that Q/cr2r'.x2(r) under the null
hypothesis andQis independent of SSE, thenQ= SSD.
This proposition provides all of the necessary information for constructing a test
statistic for a linear hypothesis on 6. In particular notice that if Y has a multivariate
normal distribution, then
SSD/r±SSE/f
has a central F-distribution with r and f degrees of freedom under the null
hypothesis and a non-central F-distribution under the alternative hypothesis.
Several other items seem worth mentioning: (i) Notice that (f) implies that SSD
does not depend on the choice of the g-inverse. Similarly the non-centrality
parameter also does not depend on the choice of the g-inverse. (ii) The linear
hypothesis H: A'ö can equivalently be expressed as H: A6 = 0 provided that
R(Ar,A) = R(A, A). In particular, if Aris also chosen to have linearly
independent columns and R(Ar) fl R(A) = {0}, then D in the proposition is a
positive definite matrix.(iii) There is another basic way to describe SSD. In
particular, the difference SSD = SSEHSSE where SSEH is the residual sum of
squares under the null hypothesis. Similarly, the degrees of freedom can be
expressed as r = fHf where fH = dimH. These equalities leads to the
familiar ANOVA table.Table 3.1 ANOVA for testing H: A'6 = 0
Source of Variation df SS E(MS)
Deviation from H r SSD a2+(A'5)'D(A'5)/r
Residual f SSE a2
Residual under H fH SSEH29
4. GENERALIZED UN WEIGHTED MEANS
This chapter generalizes an unweighted means sum of squares and formalizes
that procedure. Some properties of the unweighted means procedure are explored.
These include consistency of an unweighted means sum of squares ant the
distribution of that sum of squares. In general, an unweighted means sum of
squares does not follow a chi-squared distribution, but instead a linear combination
of independent chi-squared random variables. We also discuss the test statistics in
utilizing an unweighted means sum of squares.
4.1. Two-way with Interaction Revisited.
To introduce the sum of squares for the UM procedure it is convenient to first
review, in matrix form, the two-way model with interaction of Chapter 2. Let Y
denote the vector of Yk of model (2.1) and write the model in the unconstrained
parametrization form as in Example 3.1. That is,
E(Y)= 1+A+B+ Ty=X5,5 unknown,
where Cov(Y) = cr2I. With this formulation, the cell means can be expressed as
Yd = (T'TY1T'Y and model (2.2) can be written in matrix form as
E(Yd) =1d/ + Adc +Bd1@ + Td'y = XdS,unknown,
whereCov(Yd) =a2V where V = (T'T)'. Note here that Xd is actually the
matrix composed of the 'distinct' rows of X and that X= TXd.
To obtain the devSS (deviation sum of squares) for the UM procedure, suppose
that H: A'6 = 0 is a linear hypothesis on 5 and that 5 is gm for 5. Note that
Cov(A')a2C where C= A'(X'X)A so that SSD =30
is the usual devSS for testing H: A' = 0. The devSS for the UM procedure has
this same form except that the design matrix for the cell mean model Xd is used in
place of X in the C matrix. That is, set Cd = A'(XXd)A. Then
SSDd = 'ACA'5
is the devSS for the UM method. Actually, this devSS must be multiplied by the
harmonic mean to make the devSS compatible with SSE. However, we will not
consider this aspect of the UM method until later.
To illustrate the above, consider a 3 x 3 experiment. Then the devSS for the row
effect in Table 2.1 can be expressed as SSDd where
A'
0 1-100001/31/31/3-1/3-1/3-1/3 0 0 0
0 10 -10001/31/31/3 0 0 0 -1/3-1/3-1/3
This sum of squares can also be expressed in terms of other parametrizations. For
example, consider the cell mean parametrization of (2.5). In matrix form this
reduces to E(Y) = Ti, u unknown, or in terms of the cell means as E(Yd) = Tda,
tunknown. If H: F'j = 0 is a linear hypothesis on ,u, then the usual devSS is
i'I'CF'i where C = F'(T'T)'F and the devSS for the UM procedure would be
this same expression with T replaced by Td. For example, for the devSS for rows
in Table 2.1 with the cell mean parametrization one could use
Ii 1 1-1-1-10001
I I
Li 1 1000-1-1-1]
Because Td = I, the devSS for the UM method with the cell mean parametrization
reduces toi 'PAl, and this expression (apart from the harmonic mean) is easily
seen to be equal to the row effect sum of squares in Table 2.1.31
4.2 UM Sum of Squares
In the previous section we saw a fairly general way to describe the devSS for the
UM procedure. In this section we formalize that procedure. Suppose that we have
the linear model structure
E(Y) = X5, z!S = 0, and Cov(Y) =
Now suppose that X = TXd where T is ann x dmatrix with rankd.This is
slightly more general than the cell mean model where Xd would consist of the
distinct rows of X and T would be a classification matrix, but the results below
only require that T have full column rank. For completeness we note that a
classzji cation matrix is a matrix whose entries are all Os and l's with precisely one
1 in each row and at least one 1 in each column.
Now let Yd = (T'T)'T'Y. Then the linear model for Yd is given by
E(Yd) = Xd5, z'ö = 0,andCov(Yd) = a2V
where V =(T'T)1.Several relationships between the Y-model and the Yd-
model should be noted.
Because T has full column rank, it follows that R(X') = R(X). Among
other things, this implies that A'8 is estimable in the Yd-model if and only
if it is estimableinthe Y-model.
BecauseCR(T), it follows that the Yd-model is linearly sufficient. In
particular, this means that if 6 is gm for 6 in the Yd-model, then it is gm for
6 in the Y-modeL
Now suppose that H: A'6 = 0 is a linear hypothesis on 8, that S is gm for S and
thatBis any matrix satisfying'B= 0 and r(XB) = r(X', z)r(z). Set
C = A'B(B'X'XB)B'A.32
Then Cov(A'6) = o-2C so that SSD = 6 'ACA'6 is the usual devSS for testing
H: A'6 = 0. Let Cd denote the above C matrix with X replaced by Xd. Then,
as in the previous section,
SSDd = 6 'ACA'6, Cd = A'B(B'XXdB)B'A (4.1)
is the devSS for the UM procedure. Note in the expressions for C and Cd, as
well as the two devSS expressions, that we have used Moore-Penrose inverses. It
is known for C and SSD that Moore-Penrose inverses can be replaced by any
g-inverses and the resulting expressions are the same. This is also true for Cd and
SSDd as will be established in the next section. Even so, for convenience and to
eliminate the perception of non-uniqueness via an arbitrary g-inverse, we will use
Moore Penrose inverses.
Notice that SSDd is defined via the matrix B which is not unique. Hence, a
reasonable question is whether or not SSDd is well defined. The same question
can be asked about SSD, but this question is easily answered. In particular, since
A'5 is unique it follows that its covariance matrix is unique so that C is unique.
That is, any matrix B satisfying the stated conditions leads to the same C.
Basically the same argument can be used for SSDd. That is, momentarily suppose
that Yd has a covariance matrix of the form y2I Then Cd would be the
covariance matrix of A'6 and hence is uniquely defined no matter what B is
selected.
With respect to the matrix B used in defining C and Cd, the following linear
model facts are sometimes handy.33
A satisfactory choice forBis any matrix satisfyingR(B) =N(L'). For
example,B = IP,satisfies the conditions or if L = 0 (i.e.,täis
unknown)B = Iis a satisfactory choice (which leads to the expressions
in the previous section).
.The second condition r(XB) = r(X',L)r(L) for determining B is
equivalent to the conditionr(XdB) =r(X,L)r(L).
Note that forming the Cd matrix as in (4.1) is consistent with forming the C
matrix in the following two ways. First, the necessary and sufficient condition for
H: A'ö = 0 to be a linear hypothesis on 5 is that A't5 is estimable and this
condition is the same under the Yd-model and the Y- model. Second, the choice of
the matrixBwas determined by the Y-model, but by the last observation above it
could have equivalently been defined via the Yd-model.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that H: A'5 = 0 is a linear hypothesis on 5 and that
Bis any matrix defined as in the definition of C or Cd. Then
R(A'B) = R(C) = R(Cd) = {A'ö: 6 E N(L')}.
Further, setH= XB andHd = XdB.ThenE(Y) = HO, 0unknown, is a
parametrization forE(Y)andE(Yd) = HdO, 0unknown, is a parametrization for
E(Yd). Moreover, with respect to these parametrizations, the following statements
can be made:
(a)If 0 is gm for 0 in theYdmodel (Y model), then 6 = BO is gm for 6 in the
Ydmodel (Y model).
(b)If ir'6is estimable, then ir'BO is estimable and it'sblueis thebluefor ir'6.'Ti'
(c)H: A'BO = 0 is a linear hypothesis on 0 that is equivalent to the linear
hypothesis H: A'S = 0 in both the Y and Yd models. That is,
{XdS: A'S = 0, Li'S = O} = {HdO: A'BO = 0}
and the same equality is true with the sub d's removed.
Proof. Known linear model facts.
In a previous paragraph, the uniqueness of SSDd was discussed. It seems
appropriate to add a few additional comments to that discussion regarding the
choice of Yd. Note that SSDd depends on A'S and Cd. Since A'S is the blue
for A'S, this part of SSDd is unique and does not depend on the choice of Yd.
However, since Cd can be thought of as the covariance matrix of A'S computed
under the artificial assumption of a a21 covariance structure for Yd, this part of
SSDd does depend on Yd. Thus, SSDd is uniquely defined for a given Yd, but for a
different choice of Yd the associated SSDd would be different. However, this
difference is only through the matrix Cd and not through A'S.
4.3.Consistency of the devSS for the UM Procedure.
For testing a linear hypothesis in the usual linear model the devSS is invariant in
the sense that no matter how the linear hypothesis is specified or computed one
always arrives at the same devSS. That is, a linear hypothesis can be specified in
different parametrizations and/or computed in seemingly different ways, but the end
result is always the same. It is the purpose of this section to verify that the same
thing is true for the UM devSS. Also, we establish that any g-inverse, as opposed
to the Moore-Penrose inverse, can be used in computing Cd and SSDd.35
Consider the same setup as in the previous section. In particular, we have the
linear model structure
E(Y) = X6, LV6 = 0, and Cov(Y) = a21.
Further, Xd and T are matrices such that X = TXd, T is n x d with rank d,
= (T'T)1T'Y, E(Yd) = Xd6, L'6 = 0, and Cov(Yd) = a2V where
V = (T'T)'. Also, assume that H: A'6 = 0 is a linear hypothesis on 6 and that
SSDd is the UM devSS as described in (4.1). We first consider the question of
computing SSDd via an arbitrary g-inverse.
Lemma. The quantities Cd and SSDd can be computed using arbitrary
g-inverses instead of Moore-Penrose inverses.
Proof. Let C denote an arbitrary g-inverse of C. Let
A = A'B(B'XXdB)B'A.
By estimability there exists A and L such that XA + LL = A. So,
A = A'XdB(B'XXdB)B'XA= A'PXdBA.
Since the orthogonal projection operatorXdB on R(XdB)is unique and since Cd
can be expressed in exactly the same way, it follows that A = Cd. Now let
SS = S 'ACA'q5. We want to show that SS=SSDdwhereSSDdis defined the
same as SS except with a Moore-Penrose inverse. Using Lemma 4.1(a) we can
write A'= A'Bwhereis defined as in the lemma. Then using the above
expression for Cd and B'XA = B'A also as above, we can write
ss= OB'XA(A'PXdBA)A'XdBO
OB'XPXdBA(A'PXdBA)A'PXdBXdB9
OB'XFXdBO = 6'XFXd6,'r1
where F is the orthogonal projection operator on R(PXdBA). Since orthogonal
projection operators are unique and since SSDd can be expressed in exactly the
same way as SS, it follows that SS = SSDd.D
Now let us consider the question of computing SSDd via different
parametrizations. Suppose that another parametrization E(Yd) = HdO, F'O = 0, is
available and that H: 7r'O = 0 is a linear hypothesis on 0 that is equivalent to
H: A' = 0. That is,
{Xd: A'5 = 0, z'5 = 0} = {HdO: 7r'O = 0, F'O = 0}. (4.2)
Note that if E(Y) = HO, F'O = 0, is a parametrization for E(Y) and if
H: 7r'O = 0 is a linear hypothesis on 0 that is equivalent to H: A' = 0 (i.e., (4.2)
is true with the sub d removed from X and H), then setting Hd = (T'TY'T'H
gives the setup described above. Now let SSDh denote the UM devSS computed
for the linear hypothesis H: 'ir'O = 0 on 0. For future reference let us describe
SSDh. Following the description of expression (4.1) and using the comments in
Section 4.2, let A be such that F'A = 0 and r(HdA) = r(Hd,F)r(F). Then
SSDh = (ir'O)'Cr'O,
where Ch=7r'A(A'HHdA)A'7r.
The remainder of this section is devoted to establishing that SSDd = SSDh. We
do this in several parts, beginning with the most elementary situation of
unconstrained models, i.e.,Land F zero, and eventually establish the general
result.
Lemma 4.2. Consider the case where Hd = Xd and ,F are both zero. If
(4.2) is true, then R(A) = R(ir) and SSDd = SSDh.
Proof. By estimability write ir = XG and let5eN(A'). Then (4.2) implies
Xd5 = Xd for some = 0.37
So, Xd(S = 0 = ir'(S = A'Xd(S = 0 =5 E N(rr').
Thus, N(A')cN(ir'). By a similar argument N(ir') C N(A'). But this implies that
R(A) = R(7r). Now let D = (Xd'Xd)t Note that D is n.n.d. So,
r(A'DA) = r(DA) = r(A)dim[R(A) fl N(D)J = r(A),
where the last equality follows because R(A) C R(D) = R(A) fl N(D) = {O}.
Now note that Cd = A'DA and Ch = ir'Dir. Thus, R(A) = R(ir). So Theorem
4.11.8 in Rao and Mitra (1971) implies that ACA' = irC ir', and from this
expression it is easy to see that SSDd = SSDh.D
Lemma 4.3. Consider the case where zand F are both zero. if (4.2) is
true, then SSDd = SSDh.
Proof. Because of the parametrization we have R(Xd) = R(Hd). Thus, let C be
such that kid = XdG. Also, let 0 be gm for 0. It is known from standard linear
model facts that S = CO is gm for S and that H: A'S = 0 and H: A'CO = 0 are
equivalent linear hypotheses. Also, by assumption H: A'S = 0 and H: ir'O = 0
are equivalent linear hypotheses so that H: A'CO = 0 and H: rr'O = 0 are
equivalent linear hypotheses. Therefore, Lemma 4.2 implies that we can write
SSDh ='C'ACA'GO = 'ACA'6C,, = A'C(HHd)C'A
By estimability write A = XJF. Then this expression and11d = XdCgive
C,, = F'XdC(G'XXdCYC'XF
= F'PHdF
= F'PXdF = F'Xd(XXd)XdF = A'(XXd)A = Cd.
This identity and the previous expression forSSDhgive the desired result.D
The previous two lemmas establish our contention of SSDd =SSDh whenboth
parametrizations are unconstrained. These lemmas are illustrated in the following
example.Example 4.1. Consider a 3 x 3 two-way model with interaction as described
in model (2.1). Suppose that the incidence pattern and the cells means are
111 357
[n3]=133 and [Y3] 132 755 338
Let us start by assumingtheunconstrainedparametrization E(Y)=X6described
in model (2.1) with
=[i'ia2a3 /3i /32 /32 '711'712'713 '721 '722 '723'731'732'7331.
TakeXdto be the matrix of distinctrowsofX which gives
1100100100000000 1100010010000000 1100001001000000 l010100000100000
Xd= 10 100 100000 10000 1010001000001000 1001100000000100 1001010000000010 1001001000000001
The 27 x 9 matrix T is easily defined and the components ofYdare the cell
means given above. Also,
Assume we want to test for no row effects as described in hypothesis HA3 of
Table 2.5. hi terms of the S parameter this hypothesis can be written as
H1:AS = 0
where
1 1!-'00ol Ac=10h10000333333 I
Lo 10-1000
1 1000
ii
3 3 3 3 3
Alternatively, it can also be written as
H2:AS = 0i1 (1f 2 a a! 1
1 111
where A' ''' 'j _3 3 3 3 3
2'1211f(\ I11 a 2 2 1 1 1
I 'J
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Note, as indicated in Lemma 4.3 that R(A1) = R(A2). Now consider the cell mean
parametrization with
100000000
o i0000000 ,ul2
oo 1000000 [L13
oo0 100000 ,a21
X=0000 10000and=
oo000 1000
oo0000 100
oo00000 10
oo000000 1 /i33
In terms of the cell mean parametrization, the hypothesisH1above can be
expressed as
H3: = 0
where
A'
1 1 1-1-1-1000
1 1 1000-1-1-1
Also, consider another unconstrained full column parametrization E(Yd)= X51
where
100000100 010000010 001000001 000100100
Xd= 0000 100 10 000001001 000000100 000000010 000000001
and
I
I
Pt2
f
P13
I
P21
I
P22
I
P23
f
1
f
I
P33In this parametrization we have that= pjj 3jfor i = 1,2 and j = 1,2,3
and=3jfor j = 1,2,3. Using these equivalencies it is easy to write the H3
linear hypothesis as
H4: A61 = 0
where 111000000
000 1 1 1000
For the above four linear hypotheses, the Cd matrices are
C = A(XXd)Aj,i = 1,2, C3 = A(X'X1A3 andC3 =
Thus, the UM devSS for these four hypotheses can be calculated as
SSD1 = 6A1CA6, where =(Xd'V'Xd)Xd'V'Yd,
SSD2 =
SSD3= 6A3CA5, where5 =(X'V'Xfl'X'V'Yd,
SSD4=A4CA6f, where1 =(X'VX)_1X'V1Yd.
For the given data,
6'[2.1875 1.5625 -0.6875 1.3125 -0.4375 0.5625 2.0625 -0.3125 0.6875
1.1875 -0.0625 0.9375 -1.5625 -0.0625 -1.0625 2.4375]
57 1 32338]
and=[O2-1-20-6338].
Using these calculations one can computeSSD1=SSD2=SSDA3=SS4= 16.2222.0
The previous two lemmas and the above example are for unconstrained
parametrizations. The next lemma extends Lemma 4.3 to constrained parametrizations.
Lemma 4.4.11(4.2) is true, then SSDd = SSDh.
Proof. Let F = XdB where B is the matrix in the definition of Cd. Then
Lemma 4.1 says that E(Yd) = F61, 5i unknown, is a parametrization for E(Yd) and41
the linear hypothesis Hd: A'(5 = 0 on (5 is equivalent to the linear hypothesis
Hdl: A'B(51 = 0 on 1.Let SSDd1 denote the UM devSS computed from theHdl
linear hypothesis. Using Lemma 4.1(b) is immediate to conclude that
SSDd = SSDd1. Similarly form U = HdA where A is the matrix in the
definition of SSDh. In exactly the same manner as above conclude that
SSDh =SSDh1whereSSDh1is the UM devSS for Hh1:ir'A01= 0 relative to the
parametrization E(Yd) = U01, 01 unknown. To conclude the proof note that (4.2)
says H: A'(5 = 0 and H: ir'O = 0 are equivalent linear hypotheses so that Hdl
and Hh1 are equivalent linear hypotheses. The conclusion now follows because
Lemma 4.3 implies that SSDh1 = SSDd1.D
Example 4.2. (Example 4.1 continued). Consider Example 4.1 with the
constrained parametrization. That is,
where i,j = 1,2,3 and the parameters are constrained according to the following
conditions
and-y=0,a11i,and'y=O,al1j
Then this parametrization may be written as E(Yd) = Xd(5C,//5C= 0, and
Cov(Yd) =o-2V whereXdand V are the same as in Example 4.1,has the same
form as 6 in Example 4.1, except that individual parameters having a superscript
c, and'is given by42
o1l1000000000000 0000ll1000000000 0000000111000000 0000000000111000 0000000000000l11 0000000100100100 0000000010010010 0000000001001001
Then from Section 2.3 a linear hypothesis equivalent to the linear hypotheses in
Example 4.1 is given by H5:=== 0 or in matrix form as
H5: A5C = 0 where
o100000000000000
A'5=O010000000000000. 0001000000000000
To get C5, the Cd matrix for this linear hypothesis, we can select anyB
satisfyingR(B) = N(z),i.e., see the remarks in Section 4.3. One suchB is
100000000
0-1-1000000 010000000 001000000
000 1-10000 000100000 000010000 000001111
00000-10-10
000000-10-1
00000-1-100 000001000 000000100
0000000-1-1 000000010 000000001
Then C5 = A'5B(B'XXdB)B'A5. ThisBcan also be used to getas
follows: SetZd = XdB.Then= B9 where 0 =(ZV'Zd)'ZV'Yd.43
Using the data in Example 4.1 we get
0 =[3.8889 -1.88890.7778 -0.22221.77781.2222 -1.7778 -1.44441.5556']'
and =[3.8889 1.1111 -1.8889 0.7778 -1.5556 -0.2222 1.7778 -0.4444 0.2222
0.2222 0.5556 1.2222 -1.7778 -0.1111 -1.4444 1.5556]'
And this leads toSSD5= 6'A5CA6 = 16.2222 as in Example 4.1.D
The previous two examples illustrate that SSDd may be calculated in a number of
different ways just as is well known for SSD.
4.4. Distribution of the devSS for the UM Procedure.
Suppose that Y is a random vector following the model in Section 4.2. Also,
suppose that H: A'6 = 0 is a linear hypothesis on 6, that Yd, C, Cd, SSD and
SSDdare defined as in Section 4.2 and that 6 is gm for 6. It is the purpose of this
section to explore some distributional facts about SSDd. In this connection, we
suppose throughout that Y has a MVN distribution.
First we need some notation. Suppose that A is a nonnegative definite matrix
and that
A=
is a spectral decomposition for A where the a are the positive eigenvalues of A.
Then A =(1/a)A, A = jv/Aj, A = and AA
Also, let 1d = {Xdö: L'o = 0) be the expectation space for the Yd-model and let
Hd = {Xdö:z'6 = 0,A'ö = 0) be the expectation space for the Yd-model under
the null hypothesis H: A'S = 0.
Lemma 4.5.SSDdmay be expressed in any of the following ways:
(a)Z'CZ where Z = A'SMVN(A'6,ci2C).
(b) Z'CCCZ where Z = CA'SMVN( CA'S,u2P)(c)Y'PçT(T'T)1F(T'T)1T'PçY where F is the orthogonal projection operator
on d Hdand Pçis the orthogonal projection operator on ft
Proof. Part (a) is immediate from the definition of SSDd. Part (b) is easy using
CC = Pand PA'5 = A'ö because A'5 is proper. For part (c) we can use
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 to suppose, without loss in generality, that= 0. By
estimability, let A be such that XA = A. Then,
SSDd =
= XPXdA[A'PXdA1A'PXdXd6
=XFXd ,F=(PxdA)[(PxdA)'(PxdA)}(PxdA)'
= Y'X(X'X)XFXd(X'X)X'Y
= Y'PxT(T'T)1F(T'T)'T'PxY , Xd =(T'T)'T'X.
Note that= R(X) so that Px = Pç and that F is the orthogonal projection
operator on S = R(PXdA). It remains to show that 1d Hd =Clearly
ScLet fe lHd. Write f= Xdö, A'5 = 0. Then
f'PXdA = I5'XPXdA = 6'XA = 5'A =0 = Sc
So, Scd fl 1dTo conclude the result we show that dimS is equal to
dim[dn1] = dimlddimHd = r(Xd)[r(X, A)r(A)] = r(A).
Now note that (XXd)is n.n.d. and its null space is N(Xd). So,
dimS = r[Xd(XXd)XAJ
= r[(XXd)A] = r(A)dim{R(A) fl N(XXd)] = r(A)
because R(A)cR(X).D
From (c) of the above lemma it is tempting to say that the previous section is
unnecessary because for a given Yd, SSDd depends only ondandHdHowever, we used the results of the previous section to actually prove part (c). So,
to omit the previous section the proof for part (c) would have to be changed.
In general SSDd does not in general have an exact chi-squared distribution.
However SSDd can be expressed as a linear combination of chi-squared
distributions.
Theorem 4.6. Set Z =C4A'5andH= Let7rl,...,7rbe the
distinct positive eigenvalues ofHwith multiplicities r1 ,. . .,r respectively and let
H= be the spectral decomposition ofH.Then
SSDd>.jQj
whereQ= Z'HZa2X2(ri, )/o2) with ) = Moreover,
Q 1,...,Q3are mutually independent.
Proof. Use Lemma 4.5(b) to write SSDd = Recall that if A is
symmetric, if UMVN(O,) and if AA = itA where c > 0, then
U'AU/,c's-' x(r(A), O'AO/,'). Because P= H1 + ... + H,it is easy to check that
Ha2PcH=a2Hso that Qa22(r,A/a) with X ='ACHCA'6.
Moreover,HPcH3= 0for ij implies that Q',...,Qare mutually
independent. El
Corollary 4.7.Consider the same notation and assumptions as in Theorem
4.6. Then the following statements can be made:
(a)E(SSDd) =5'ACA'6+ a2trace(CC).
(b)E(SSD) =5'ACA'6+ a2r(C).
(c) =6'ACA'5.
(d)5'ACA'5 =
(e)trace(CC) =(f)SSDd/a2 where the chi-squareds are independent.
Moreover, under the null hypothesis the A, are all zero and under the
alternative hypothesis at least one A is nonzero.
(g)SSD/cr2 x2(r(C),45'ACA'ö/U2)
Proof. Part (a) is easy using the expectation of a quadratic form and Lemma 4.5(a).
Part (b) follows from (a) by substituting C for C and noting that
trace(CC) = r(C). For (c) use Theorem 4.6 to write
= = 'ACPcCA'6
= 'ACCA' = 'ACA'6.
For (d) note that
>IirjAj =j
= 'ACHCA'5 (H =rH)
=S'ACCCCC4A'6= 8'ACA'6.
For (e) note that trace(CC) = trace(CCC) = trace(H) = The
distribution part of (f) follows from Theorem 4.6 which also implies that under the
null hypothesisAj/a2= 0 because A'6 = 0. Now suppose under the alternative
hypothesis that A = 0 for alli. Using the fact that C is n.n.d. and (c) we get
0 = = 6'ACA'5 = A'5eN(C) = N(C).
Because L'6 = 0, Lemma 4.1 implies A'6 E R(C). So, A'ö = 0. But this
contradicts the alternative hypothesis assumption. Part(0is well known or can be
deduced from Theorem 4.6 with H = CCC = Pwhich has a single
eigenvalue of one with multiplicity r(C). fl
Part(0of this corollary essentially provides the relevant information to
construct a test for a linear hypothesis based on the UM devSS. In particular, aside47
from dealing witha2,part (f) will imply that the test statistic has the same
distribution for all distributions under the null hypothesis and will also imply that
the statistic has a different distribution under the alternative hypothesis. These
statements are more fully investigated in the next section.
4.5. The UM Test Statistic.
Let us consider the same model and notation as in Section 4.2. Also, suppose
that H: A'0 is a linear hypothesis on,that Yd, C, Cd, SSD and SSDd are
defined as in Section 4.2,thatis gm for 5 and that V = (T'T)'. It is the
purpose of this section to introduce and explore the UM test statistic, i.e., the test
based on SSDd.
The test statistic using SSD is well known. For SSDd we construct the test
statistic in a similar fashion. Recall from Section 3.4 that the residual sum of
squares SSE has f = ndimI degrees of freedom. Let MSE = S SE/f. Then
the usual test statistic and the UM test statistic are:
= MSD/MSE,MSD = SSD/trace(CC)
= MSDd/MSE, MSDd = SSDd/trace(CC)
The divisors for the mean squares are determined so that their expectations are of
the forma2plus a constant. The expected mean squares are
5AC*At5 E(MSD) =a2 + trace(CC)
E(MSDd)a2+ S°d,
6'ACA'6
trace(CC)
The quantityis frequently referred to as the noncentrality parameter. We shall
also use this term for cod even though this is somewhat misleading. Some basic
information about the mean squares and their expectation is given in the next
lemma.Lemma 4.8. The following three statements are equivalent:
co=0c°d=° and A'S=O
Furthermore, MSDd and MSE are independent.
Proof. If A'S=0, then clearly p=0. Conversely,co =0 implies that
A'SeN(C)=N(C). ButL!S =0 so that Lemma 4.1 implies that A'S is also
in R(C). Thus, A'S=0. The proof for cod is essentially identical. The
independence follows because MSDd is a function of A'S which is independent of
MSE.D
Now let us examine the test statistic.Fd.By using Proposition 3.5(a) and
Corollary 4.7(c, I) it is clear that the distribution of.Fdcan be expressed as
iciX2(ri,\i/a2)
x2(f)/f
Cj= , (4.4)
where all of the chi-squareds are independent and the Aj, irare defined as in
Theorem 4.6. Since theXare all zero when A'S=0, it is clear from this
expression that.dhas a single null distribution. That is, Fd has the same
distribution for all distributions under the null hypothesis and its distribution does
not depend on any unknown parameters. Thus, a critical value can be computed for
.Fd without confusion. Let K denote the critical value for the usual test and let Kd
denote the critical value for.dThat is,
Pr{FKH is true}=Pr{Fd KH is true}=a
where a is some fixed level of significance. Next we wish to examine the test
under the alternative. For the distribution under the alternative, Corollary 4.7(f)
implies at least one of the),is nonzero so that the distribution of .Fd under the
alternative is not the same as the null distribution. This is sufficient to conclude
that the test using .Td is unbiased. To actually prove this we need the following
lemma which a generalization of known results for the usual test statistic1,i.e.,the special case Z=0 andQ1 reduces to the usual result for non-central chi-
squared random variables.
Lemma 4.9.Suppose that Z andQ >0 are random variables such that
Pr{Z/Q < x}>0 for all positive x. For each positive integer k and each A0,
let
h(k,A)=Pr{ (c2(k,A) + Z)/Qx
wherecand x are positive real numbers. Assume that Z andQare jointly
independent of2(k,A). Then h(k,A) is a strictly increasing function of k and a
strictly increasing function of A.
Proof. Let H=h(k,A*)h(k,A) where A*>A0. By using conditional
expectation we can write
h(k,A)=EZ,Q[Pr{(cX2(k,A)+ Z)/Q>x
and because of the independence we can write
Pr{(c2(k,A) + Z)/Q> x=z,Q=q}= Pr{2(k,A)>
Since these expressions can also be written with A* in place of A we can write
H=E[G(Z,Q)] where
g(z,q)=Pr{X2(k,A*) 9
}Pr{(k,A) 5E
}
From standard linear model theory we know that g(z,q)0 and is strictly positive
if qxz> 0.Thus, H> 0 and if H=0, then (24) in Section 1.2 of Lehmann
(1983) implies that Pr{Z/Q<x}=0 which is a contradiction. A similar proof
works for H=h(k*,A)h(k,A) where k*>k. 0
Proposition 4.10. The power function for the test statistic.1dis strictly
increasing in each of the noncentrality parameters A1,...,A.
Proof. For 1Fd use the expression in (4.4). Then use Lemma 4.9 with k=r1,
A=Ai/a2, c= C, Q =MSE, and Z=c2Q1 +...+ cirQ3. To apply the lemma50
simply note that the condition Pr{Z/Q <x} > 0 is true for all positive x and that
the independence condition is also satisfied. The remaining X and rcan be
treated in a similar manner. EJ
Notice that Proposition 4.10 and Corollary 4.7(f) imply that the power of the
UM test under any alternative is greater than the significance level so that the UM
test is unbiased. In fact, it is stronger than unbiased since the power function is
strictly increasing in each noncentrality parameter ).
In general we would like to compare the tests based on 1' and.Fd.The usual
test is based on an F-distribution with r = rank(C) degrees of freedom. By using
= r, Corollary 4.7(c, g) and the additive property of the chi-squared
distribution we can write
a<2(r, r/ a2) - 1/
x2(f/f x2(f)/f
,aa/ r,
where all of the chi-squared variables are independent. In this statement the first
expression is the usual expression for .F and the second expression is written so
that a more direct comparison withFdis available. Notice in both expressions
(4.4) and (4.5) that the constants c and the constants a add to one if the
multiplicities are all equal to one. This summation of the constants to one can also
be achieved in two other ways. First, we could suppose that r, are all equal to one,
but then in Theorem 4.6 there would be r not necessarily distinct eigenvalues.
Secondly, one could use the constants rc and ra with mean squares instead of
chi-squareds in the numerators, i.e., divide the ith chi-squared byr2.
The next example illustrated the ideas presented above. Before giving the
example we state, without proof, some linear algebra facts in the following
lemmas.51
Lemma 4.11. Suppose that H = CCC as well as the 71, r, H2and A2
are defined as in Theorem 4.6. Let A = CC. Then the following statements may
be made:
(a)If HG=7rG, then AFirF where F = CG.
(b)If AF = irF, then HG = irG where C = CF.
(c) H and A share the same eigenvalues and multiplicities.
(d)If AF = irF and r(F) =r2,then
= CF(F'CF)F'C and A6'AF(F'CF)F'A'5.
Notice that this lemma allows us to calculate the quantities needed to describe
the distribution characteristics in Theorem 4.6 without computing any quantities
with theorexponents.
Example 4.4. (Two-way model with interaction, continued). Consider
Model (2.1) with a = 3 rows and b columns and with the cell mean
parametrization. Assume interest is in testing for HA3 (or equivalently HAU) in
Table 2.5. That is, for "no row effects" via SAS type ifi. Then our interest is in
testing H: 0,=03for all i, j where Ois the average of the cell means in row i,
i.e., 0 = (1i)/b. Let us begin by finding C and Cd. Instead of using the
expressions in Section 4.2 it is easier to compute the covariance matrices directly.
Let 0 = (0 ,...,03)', let 0 be the blue for 0 and let D be such that
Cov(0) = a2D. Since= note that
D =b'diag(di,...,d3) , d2 =(1/n)/b
Let us write the null hypothesis as H: A'5 = 0 where
A'[1 1 0
1
1 12j
Then the null hypothesis of interest can be expressed as H: A'O = 0. Using this
expression and the previous information we can write52
C = A'DA=b'
Id1+d2 d1d2 1 r2o
Ld1d2di+d2+4d3]and Cd=A'A=
Lo6j
Let us computeand cod. First note that ACA' = A(A'A)A' =PA.since
A'l = 0 it follows thatPA = (IP1). Thus,S°d can be computed via the ratio
of
O'ACA'O = O'(IP1)O andtrace(C1C) = 2(d1+d2+d3)/3b
Next, note that
[c12+d3d3 d21
b AC+A/=d3 d1 + d3d1 = d1d2+d1d3+d2d3 [ d d1d1+d2]
Since trace(C1C) = 2, note thatcocan easily be computed. Now set
13(d1+d2)3(d1d2)11a3m1 A = 6bCC
L(d1 d2)d1+d2 + 4d3jLmg
Note that the normalized eigenvalues of A (that is, the eigenvalues of A divided
by the trace of A) are the same as the cin (4.4). Let x be the associated
eigenvectors.Ifm= 0, then
ci a/(a+g) with X = [1,0]'
and c2 = g/(a +g) with X2 = [0,1]'.
If m0, then the quadratic equation and the fact that A -inhas rank one gives
± g)± g) +12m2)/(a+ g)
with x = (gc(a + g), m). Using Lemma 4.11, we can easily calculate
noncentrality parameters, especially if d1=d2 so that m = 0. In this case
A1 = O'Ax1(x'Cx1)x'1A'O
] [J(b-'1 O]1d2d1d2 1[])[i o][ 1821 Ii1 ,r811
[O 020311-1 1 {d1 d2 d1 +d2+4d3j [o-2 iLe3]
b(91-82)2 b(01-02)2
d1+d2 2d153
A2 = O'A x2( xC x2)+ xA'O
b(01+82-293)2 b(O1+O2-28)2
d1+d2+4d3 2(d1+2d3)
Table (4.1) below illustrates a some specific computations for the quantities
discussed in this example for a number of differentnjjpatterns. In all of the
examples we have a = b = 3. Also, the designs are identified by thedinstead of
the incidence pattern. For example, ifd = 1,then we must havenj = 1for
j = 1,2,3. However, otherd2might be come from differentnpatterns. For
example, consider the first line whered1 = d2 = 1andd3 = .1.Thisdpattern
could be generated by any of the followingpatterns:
1 1 111 1111
1 1 111 1111
101010 52020 20520
It is also interesting to note that if a specificn3pattern leads to thedin the table,
then one can also compute the tableflj3pattern given bykn3for all i, j. In
particularkn3leads to the same c with the remaining quantitiesA1, A2, ',and
codall being multiplied bykand thedbeing divided byk.For example, suppose
one has thenpattern222222.
202020
Since this is twice the incidence pattern of the first line in the table one could
compute the corresponding table values for this incidence pattern as
d1 = d3 .5,d3 = .05, c1 =0.7 143, c2 = 0.2857
A1 = 3.0, A2 = 2.5000, cod = 2.8572 andco= 2.75
Above we discussed how Table 4.1 can give additional information for certain
othernpatterns. If is also possible to use the table to get othernpatterns for54
Table 4.1Noncentral parameters and expected mean squares
0' d d2 d3 c1 c2 A1 A2
[100]1.00001.00000.10000.71430.28571.50001.25001.42861.3750
1.00001.00000.05000.73170.26831.50001.36361.46341.4318
1.00001.00000.02000.74260.25741.50001.44231.48511.4712
1.00001.00000.01000.74630.25371.50001.47061.49251.4853
1.00001.00000.00100.74960.25041.50001.49701.49931.4985
[001]1.00001.00000.10000.71430.28570.00005.00002.50002.5000
1.00001.00000.05000.73170.26830.00005.45452.72732.7273
1.00001.00000.02000.74260.25740.00005.76922.88462.8846
1.00001.00000.01000.74630.25370.00005.88242.94122.9412
1.00001.00000.00100.74960.25040.00005.98802.99402.9940
[100]1.00000.50000.16670.71790.28212.40390.26271.80001.3333
1.00000.55560.18100.70450.29552.31690.32281.72761.3198
[001]1.00000.50000.16670.71790.28210.24705.75301.80003.0000
1.00000.55560.18100.70450.29550.19575.37951.72792.7876
different values of b. In particular, suppose you have annjpattern for a 3 x b
design that gives the samedvalues as in the above table. Then the other quantities
for the 3 x b pattern can be computed from the above table as follows. The care
the same and )i, A,andcodare obtained from the above table by multiplying
the above table quantities by b/3. For example, consider the followingnpattern
1111
1 1 11.
10101010
For this pattern we have b = 4,d1 =d2 = 1 andd3= 0.10. Since thesed
values are the same as in the first line of the above table we can compute the other
six quantities for this 3 x 4nj3pattern as follows:c1 =.7 143,c2 =.2857,
A1 = (4/3)1.5 = 2, A2 = (4/3)1.25 = 1.66667,cod =(4/3)1.4286 = 1.9048 and
co =(4/3)1.375 = 1.8333.D55
Note that in the above example if thedare all equal to i, then Cd = (b/k)C
from which it is almost immediate to see that MSD = MSDd. This condition is
generalized in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.12. The following statements are quivalent:
(a)MSD = MSDd.
(b)Cd is a constant times C
(c) CC has only one positive eigenvalue.
Proof.If (a) is true,then
C/tr(CC) = C/tr(CC).
So, CkC where, = tr(CC)/tr(CC). Thus, (a) = (b). Now suppose
that (b) is true. Then Cd = tC. So, CC = ,c'CC = ''Pc which has icas
its only positive eigenvalue. Thus, (b) = (c). Now suppose that (c) is true. Then
CC = kPfor someit.So,
C = PC = CdCC = kCdPc = kCd.
Thus,
MSDd = (A')'C(A')/tr(CC) = (A')'[KC](A')/{ktr(CC)] = MSD.
Therefore, (c) = (a) which concludes the proof.
Corollary 4.13.lii any of the following situations, MSD = MSDd.
(a)Testing for no row effects in the two-way model with interaction when the
dare all equal.
(b)r(C) = 1.
(c)Testing for any effect in a2kdesign.
Proof. Easy.1156
The previous examples have illustrated some of the various calculations for
determining the distribution of Fd. Some authors like El-Bassiouni and El-Shahat
1986) and some of our calculations in the next chapter suggest that examining
and cod can provide insight into the power of 1 and Fd. Because of this we
more fully explores go and god in the following example.
Example 4.5. Again consider the previous 3 x b two-way model with
interaction. Let us adopt the same notation as in Example 4.4 and again suppose
we are interested in testing H: O = 03 for all i, j. Then it can be established that
go = ai(0i -02)2 + a2(Oi - 03)2 + a3(02 - 03)2
i. b d3 wijere a1 Ti d1d2+d1d3+d2d3
b d2 a27Ei3d1d2+d1d3+d2d3
b d1 a3
Also,
cod = a(a-1) [(Ui02)2 + (O 03)2+ (0203)2]
whereh =3/(d1 + d2 + d2) is the harmonic mean of all the cell sizes. Note that
in disproportional designs the aare in general not the same so that the weighting
of the mean differences making up go depend on the cell sizes. However, this is not
the case in god where each mean difference is given the same weight bnh/6. To
get an idea about the weights several differentpatterns are given in Table 4.2
along with the a and bnh/6. Note in the first three n-patterns that all of the d are
equal so that Corollary 4.13(a) implies that MSD = MSDd.EJ57
Table 4.2 Coefficients on expected mean squares
n-patternMethods d2 d3 a1 a2 a3
333MSD(Type III)0.33330.33330.33331.50001.50001.5000
333MSDd 1.50001.50001.5000
333
126MSD(Type III)0.55560.55560.55560.90000.90000.9000
126MSDd 0.90000.90000.9000
126
126MSD(Type III)0.55560.55560.55560.90000.90000.9000
612MSDd 0.90000.90000.9000
261
111MSD(Typeffl)1.00000.50000.16670.33331.00002.0000
222MSDd 0.90000.90000.9000
666
111MSD(Type III)1.00000.55560.18100.32430.99561.7920
133MSDd 0.86380.86380.8638
755
4.6. An Alternative for SSDd.
Consider the same model and notation as in previous section. Recall that SSDd
has the form6 'ACA'6where6is gm for6.An alternative is to use6in place
of 6where6is least squares for6based on the Yd model. That is,6is gm for6
based on theYdmodel computed as though"Cov(Yd)o21? insteadofthe actual
Cov(Yd) = a2V. Note that the computationof 6 isconsistent with the
computation of Cd and it is also consistent with the way the UM sums of squares
have been interpreted in the UM literature on variance component confidence
intervals, e.g., see Burdick and Graybill (1992, section 6.6). For purposes of
comparison let SSDR denote this devSS. That is,
SSDR =6'A'CA6, (4.6)whereCdhas its usual definition and(5is least squares for S based on theYd
model. Following as in the previous section the test statistic is
FR = MSDR/MSE, MSDR = SSDd/trace(CCR),
and the expected mean square is
2 6'ACA'o
E(MSDR) = a + PR' PR trace(CCR)
Some basic information about A'S is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.14. Let B be any matrix satisfyingr(XdB) =r(X,)r(L)
and z'B = 0. Then A'6MVN(A'S, U2CR) where
CR=LVLR,LR=XdB(B'XXdB)B'A,
Moreover,
(a)E(A' 5)E(A'S).
(b)Cov(A' 5) < Cov(A'5).
(c)R(VLR) C R(XdB)A'6 = A'S.
(d) p=0A'5=O.
(e)PRYd
(f)SSDR and MSE are independent if and only if A'S = A'6.
Proof. Part (a) is a known fact. Part (b) follows from (a) and the fact that A'ö is
thebluefor A'S. Part (c) follows from Zyskinds Theorem, the uniqueness ofblues
and the observation that A'ö= LYd.Part (d) follows from a proof almost
identical to the proof for Lemma 4.8.For part (e) note that C is nonnnegative
definite. Thus, there exists A such that C = AA'. From Lemma 4.5(a) we have
Cov(A' 6) = a2C. Also, Cov(A'6)=U2CR. Thus,59
(b) =CZCR ACA' <ACRA'
= trace(ACA') <trace(ACRA')
= trace(CC) <trace(CCR)
<
6'ACA'6
trace(CCR) trace(CC) =>PRcod.
For part (f), note that if A'5 = A'6, then SSDR = SSDd which is independent of
MSE. Conversely, if SSDR and MSE are independent, then it can be estabisihed
that the covariance between A'ö and the least squares residuals (IP0)Y is
zero. But this means A'5 is ablueand thus (a) says A'5 and A'6 arebluesfor
the same parametric vector and hence they are equal.D
Note that (c) gives the condition for SSDd = SSDR. Two obvious cases when
this is true are the following:
r(XdB) = p where p is length ofYd(becasue thenR(XdB) = ]1P).An
example here is the two-way model with interaction and no missing cells.
V = ci for some constant c (because R(LR) CR(XdB)).An example
here would be a balanced design, i.e., the same number of observations
in each cell.
Note that if either of these conditions is true, then (c) is true for all estimable A'5.
The following example illustrates a case where neither of the above conditions are
true. That is, where (c) is true for some estimable parametric vectors, but not for all
estimable parametric vectors.
Example 4.3.Consider the two-way additive model with a = b = 3.Using
the constrained parametrization the model may be written as
i,j= 1,2,3,where the parameters are constrained byjü = =0. Also, consider
following artificial data
Level 1 2 3
Al 10 11 11
2 1514 1916 1415
3 151415161418252524242525202021221918
Note that this data set has the following n-pattern:
111
[n3]=222666
To compute 6 and 6 write the model in matrix form as E(Y) = X6C,'6= 0.
Then use Corollary 3.4 with R(B) =N(L').A satisfactory choice for B is
0010000
10 0-1-100
1001000
L=10andB=00 100
01 000-1-1
0100010
0100001
Using Corollary 3.4 this leads to
=[15.3889 -4.72220.11114.6111-3.40743.5926-0.1852]'and
=[15.3889 -4.72220.11114.6111-2.11112.3333-0.2222]'.
Suppose we want to test the row effects. Thishypothesiscan be written as
H: A!6C=0 where
A'[O
1 1 000o
010 1 00oj61
In this case we can show that R(VLR) C R(XdB). That is,
1 4.83331 A'=A'=
L _9.3333]
The basic summary statistics are:
SSD = 270.7963SSDd = 130.7222SSDR = 130.7222.
MSD = 135.3981 MSDd = 117.6500MSDR 117.6500.
Now suppose we want to test for no column effects. This can be written as
H: A6c =0 where
A'=L0
0001 1 0
I
0000 1 0
In this case R(VLR) is not contained R(XdB). The basic statistics are
A'=[-
7.0000 1 1 4.4444 1
_3.2222j
andA'=
L 1.8889]'
and the summary statistics for the hypothesis tests are
SSD = 220.9630SSDd = 73.6543 SSDR = 29.8519
MSD = 110.4815MSDd = 110.4815MSDR = 26.8667. 0
In terms of the distribution of FR let us make several comments. First, a
theorem like Theorem 4.6 is available by usingCRin place of C in the H
matrix and in the noncentrality parameters. Also, a result like Corollary
4.7(a,c,d,e,f) is available by replacing C withCR.Thus, an expression like (4.4)
is available except that the denominator is not necessarily independent of the
numerator sum of squares. Except for a couple of examples in the next chapter, we
do not propose to further considerFRfor the following reasons:
F and Fd are functions of the minimal sufficient statistic, but this is
not the case when A'SA'5.62
.From our power calculations in the next chapter it seems that the test with the
largest noncentrality parameter tends to have the best power. Thus, the fact
thatR codwould indicate thatFdhas better power than9R
.From our limited power calculations, it appears that.Fdis always a better
test thanFR.63
5. COMPUTING TAIL PROBABILITIES
There are special cases, as outlined in Proposition 4.12, whereFdhas an
F-distribution, but in general this is not the case. The denominator of the test
statistic does have a chi-squared distribution that is independent of the numerator,
but the numerator typically does not. However, as indicated in (4.4), the
distribution of the numerator is like a linear combination of independent chi-
squared random variables which allows us to apply some approximations
considered in the literature.
In this chapter we introduce three approximation methods for determining the
critical valueKdfor the UM test statistic..Fd.The first approximation method is by
Box (1954) which approximates the numerator mean square by ax2distribution
by equating the first two moments of the numerator mean square to the first two
moments of a chi-squared distribution. The second method is due to Imhof (1961)
who provided exact and approximate methods for computing tail probabilities. The
last method is known as a saddle-point approximation. For this case we use
Liberman (1994) who provides a compact formula for computing the tail
probabilities. Further, the Imhof method and the Saddlepoint approximation can be
used to determineKR,the critical value for.FR.Also, in addition to determining
critical values, we show how the Imhof (1961) method can be used for power
calculations.
5.1. Approximation by a Chi-squared Distribution.
This approximation method is typically called a Satterthwaite approximation.
The basic idea is to approximate the distribution of a linear combination ofindependent chi-squared random variables, say Q, byg2(h)where g,hare
selected so that both distributions have the same first two moments. This idea
seems to have been introduced by Welch (1937) when Q is a linear combination of
two independent chi-squared squared random variables and generalized to an
arbitrary linear combination by Satterthwaite (1941). The approximation was
studied by Box (1954) to approximate the distribution of a quadratic form in normal
random variables. Box (1954) also stated the following lemma.
Lemma (Box 1954). If Q and Q' are independent quadratic forms and if
gx2(h)and g'x2(h')are Satterthwaite approximations for Q and Q' respectively,
then the distribution of Q/Q' is approximatelykF(h, h')wherek = (gh)/(g'h').
This approximation has been used to compute the critical values for.Tdin the
two-way model with interaction by Gosslee and Lucas (1965) and for the one-way
and two-way with interaction models by Rankin (1974). ForFdthe approximation
would be as follows: Using (4.4) witho2= 1 we get thatMSDdunder the null
hypothesis is distributed approximately as g2(h)where
(rici)2 g=andh=
i=1 i=1
Then Box's above lemma with Q = MSDd and Q' = MSEx2(f)/fimplies
that under the null hypothesis.Tdis approximately distributed asF(h, f).In
computing these expressions note that = 1.
5.2. Imhof (1961) Exact and Approximation.
Imhof (1961) provided exact and approximate methods for computing the
distribution of quadratic forms in normal variables. Let Ur'N(i, V). Then Q, a
quadratic form in U, can always be expressed as Q=rcjx2(r, )). In this65
expression the chi-squareds are independent and the c, unlike those in (4.4), can
be positive or negative. Imhof writes the probability Pr(Q > x) as
Pr(CjX2(ri, \) > x) = +
sin(O(u))
7rfo up(u)du, (5.1)
where 0(u) =[iritan_1(cju)+ )cu(1 +cu2)_1]
andp(u)flj(1+cu2)exp{jjc/(1+cu2)}.
This expression is an exact probability statement. The approximation comes about
because in numerical work the integration in (5.1) will be over a finite range
0uT. The degree of approximation obtained will depend on two sources of
error:(i) the 'error of integration' and (ii) the 'error of truncation'. One can find that
t,the error of truncation, can be bounded by T where
2 T' =7kTkfJjcjIiexp{jcT2(1 + cT) (5.2)
and wherek =
In statistical applications, it is sometimes possible to arrange for even degrees of
freedom. In this case the following lemma provides an exact probability for a linear
combination of independent central chi-squared random variables.
Lemma 5.1. Supposec1, , Care ordered so that
C1>...>Cp>O>Cp1 > ... > Cm.Then forx > Owecanwrite
- 11 arl
Fk(A,x)] Pr[ncjX2(2rj)>X] k (rk-1)! ACk
whereFk(/\,x) ='exp{x/(2A)}flk(A
)riand n =
Lemma 5.1 has been explored by both Box (1954) and Imhof (1961). The form
above is taken from Imhof.Using (4.4), formula (5.1) can be easily applied to determining the power
function forFd.Using (4.4) and its definitions given in Theorem 4.6 the power
function forJdcan be expressed as
= Pr{Fd > Kd} =Pr{ >cjX2(ri,\i/a2)KdX2(f)/f >0)(5.3)
whereKdis cutoff point satisfying
Pr{ >cjX2(rj)KdX2(f)/f> 0} = c.
Note that the above expressions for/3dfall exactly in line with (5.1) having
m = .s + 1 terms where the first s terms come from the numerator in (4.4), the
remaining term isKdx2(f)/fand x = 0. To compute the cutoff point as in the
next example we iterated using the above expression until achieving the desired c
level. However, from a practical viewpoint it would be easier to compute the
p-value and then judge the significance. That is, if.is the outcome for.Fd,then
p-valuePr{ >ciX2(ri).F7x2(f)/f > 0}.
In using the Imhof formula (5.1) in the following examples the truncation error is
always less than .00002. The integration was done using Version V Release 5.1 of
Maple (1998). Thus, assuming the Maple integration is accurate, any power
calculation done using the Imhof formula (5.1) in the following examples is
essentially exact.
Example 5.1. Consider the two-way model with interaction in Example 4.4
where interest is in testing for no row effects. Assume that a = b = 3 and
suppose we have the following two incidence patterns:
111 111
Pattern 1=222 Pattern 2=133 666 75567
The table below gives all of the relevant quantities in Example 4.4. Also, the
power is calculated for 8 = [1 0 0]' and & = [0 0 1]'. The power for.Fd is
given in the line identified asPdand the power for .F is in line P. The
quantities corresponding to Example 4.4 are given in the columns labeled "Inter".
The other columns labeled "Add" are for testing of no row effects in the additive
model
E(Y3k) =,u + a + /3g.
That is, the linear hypothesis for the additive model is that all of the a are equal.
For this model the Oshould be interpreted as
O = + a +
Notice that the d are missing for the additive model. They could be calculated, but
they do not define the c and )as they do in the model with interaction
Table 5.1 Power comparison (Example 5.1)
0'
pattern
model
[100]
1
Inter Add
2
IiiterAdd
[001]
1
Inter Add
2
InterAdd
d1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
d2 0.5000 0.5556 0.5000 0.5556
d3 0.1667 0.1810 0.1667 0.1810
f 18 22 18 22 18 22 18 22
0.7179 0.71790.70450.71690.71790.71790.70450.7169
0.2821 0.28210.29550.28310.2821 0.28210.29550.2831
2.4039 2.40392.31692.48820.24700.24700.19570.3123
0.2627 0.26270.32280.17845.75305.75305.37955.6877
1.8000 1.80001.72761.83421.8000 1.80001.72761.8342
1.3333 1.33331.31981.33333.00003.00002.78762.9957
Kd 3.7083 3.59833.68883.59663.7083 3.59833.68883.5966
K 3.5546 3.44343.55463.44343.55463.44343.55463.4434
Pd 0.3026 0.30920.29430.31460.3031 0.31100.29420.3169
P 0.2508 0.25700.24830.25700.5097 0.52290.47910.5229Notice that for the alternative 0' = (1 0 0) thatFdhas more power than the usual
testF,but when 0' = (0 0 1) the reverse is true. That is, neither test is superior to
the other. This observation was noted by Rankin (1974) in some simulations that
he did in comparingFandFdfor testing for no treatment effects in the one-way
model. U
Example 5.2.Let us again consider the situation in Example 4.4. In this case
s = 2, ci +c2= 1 andr1=r2= 1. Instead of giving specific incidence patterns
and values for the parameters as we did in the previous example, we have computed
the cutoff points for variousc1values and the power for the samec1values as well
as various values of the noncentrality parameters and various f values. The
tables are mostly self-explanatory. One particular thing you might note is that the
ci = .5 column corresponds to the usual test statistic F. TheKdline of each
table gives the cutoff points and the values in the body of the tables give the power.
The calculations are done using the Imhof formula.Table 5.2 Power table of linear combination of chi-squared distribution
f=5
c1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9
Kd 6.27996.04495.81185.78615.81186.04496.2799
=1A2=00.05500.063 10.08470.09580.10610.12210.1271
A1 =2A2=00.06040.07770.12240.14480.16510.19610.2057
A1=5A=00.07910.12870.24580.29860.34390.40880.4284
A=1A2=10.13360.13780.14390.14480.14390.13780.1336
A1=2A2=10.14050.15450.18370.19560.20470.21330.2132
A=5A2=10.16290.20950.30790.34910.38280.42610.4363
A1 =1A2=20.21320.21330.20470.19560.18370.15450.1405
A1 =2A2=20.22100.23110.24530.24720.24530.23 110.2210
A1 =5A2=20.24540.28760.36770.39820.42100.44350.4444
A1 =1A2=50.43630.42610.38280.34910.30780.20950.1629
A1 =2A2=50.44440.44350.42100.39820.36770.28760.2454
A1 =5A2=50.46860.49520.52880.533 10.52880.49520.4686
f=10
c1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9
Kd 4.65214.39834.13204.10284.13204.39834.6521
A1 1A2=00.05450.06370.09450.11070.12470.14270.1465
A1 =2A2=00.05950.07990.14530.17700.20470.23870.2458
A1 =5A2=00.07770.14290.3 1680.38770.44180.50450.5176
A1 =1A2=10.15380.16140.17540.17760.17540.16140.1538
A1=2A2=10.16140.18190.22990.24770.25850.26010.2547
A1 =5A2= 10.18700.25310.40040.45420.49200.52590.5272
A1 =1A2=20.25470.26010.25850.24770.22990.18190.1614
A1 =2A2=20.26390.28270.3 1390.3 1830.3 1390.28270.2639
A1 =5A2=20.29350.35660.47800.5 1690.54040.54230.5368
A1 1A2=50.52720.52590.49200.45420.40040.25310.1870
A1 =2A2=50.53620.54730.54040.51690.47800.35660.2935
A1 =5A2=50.56610.61080.66960.67700.66960.61080.566170
(Table 5.2 continued)
f = 27
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9
Kd 3.91943.66543.38443.35413.38443.66543.9194
Ai =1A2= 00.05420.06340.10270.12350.14070.15840.1607
A1 =2A2= 00.05880.08020.16500.20570.23740.27020.2746
A1 =5A2= 00.07570.15 150.37680.45800.5 1400.56760.5750
A1 =1A2= 10.16850.17900.20200.20570.20200.17900.1685
A =2A2= 10.17670.20210.26870.29140.30250.29450.2845
A1 =5A2= 10.20400.28560.47440.53400.57070.59130.5855
A1 =1A2= 20.28450.29450.30250.29140.26870.20210.1767
A1 =2A2= 20.29470.32060.36930.37640.36930.32060.2947
A1 =5A2= 20.32760.40740.56140.60330.62400.61490.5961
A1 =1A2= 50.58550.59 130.57070.53400.47430.28560.2040
A1 =2A2= 50.59610.61490.62400.60330.56140.40740.3276
A1 =5A2= 50.628 10.68460.75870.76740.75870.68460.628 1
I = 50
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9
Kd 3.75003.49813.21313.18263.21313.49813.7500
A1 =1A2 =00.05410.06320.10530.12760.14530.16300.1649
A1 =2A2 =00.05860.08000.17 120.2 1450.24740.27920.1649
A1 =5A2 =00.07500.15350.39530.47880.53440.58440.5903
A1 =1A2 =10.17280.18400.21020.21450.21020.18400.1728
A1 =2A2 =10.18 120.20780.28070.30480.3 1580.30430.2930
A1 =5A2 =10.20890.29480.49630.55690.59250.60860.6011
A1 =1A2 =20.29300.30430.3 1580.30480.28070.20780.18 12
A1 =2A2 =20.30350.33 130.38600.39400.38600.33 130.3035
A1 =5A2 =20.33730.42180.58520.62730.64680.63280.6119
A1 =1A2 =50.60110.60860.59250.55690.49630.29480.2089
A1 =2A2 =50.61190.63280.64680.62730.58520.42180.3373
A1 =5A2 =50.64460.70390.78 130.79010.78 130.70390.644671
(Table 5.2 continued)
f = 100
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9
Kd 3.65593.40503.11793.08733.11793.40503.6559
=1A2= 00.05400.06310.10690.13010.14830.16570.1673
A1 =2A2= 00.05850.07980.175 10.2 1990.25340.28450.2876
A1 =5A2= 00.07460.15450.40660.49110.54650.59420.5992
A1 =1A2= 10.17540.18700.21530.21990.21530.18700.1754
A1 =2A2= 10.18380.21120.28810.31300.32890.31020.2980
A1 =5A2= 10.21180.30030.50950.57040.60540.61870.6101
A1 =1A2= 20.29800.31020.32890.3 1300.28810.21120.1838
A1 =2A2= 20.30870.33770.39600.40460.39600.33770.3087
A1 =5A2= 20.34300.43040.59940.64140.66010.64320.6210
A1 =1A2= 50.61010.61870.60540.57040.50950.30030.2118
A1 =2A2= 50.62100.64320.66010.64140.59940.43040.3430
A1 =5A2= 50.65410.71500.79420.80300.79420.71500.6541
f=oo
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.9
Kd 3.56493.31553.02652.99573.02653.31553.5649
A1 =1A2= 00.05400.06300.10850.13270.15 140.16850.1698
A1 =2A2= 00.05840.07960.17910.22550.25970.29000.2926
A1 =5A2= 00.07430.15550.41830.50380.55850.60390.6080
A1 =1A2= 10.17800.19010.22050.22540.22050.19010.1780
A1 =2A2= 10.18650.21460.29560.32150.33220.3 1610.303 1
A1 =5A2= 10.21490.30590.52290.58400.61820.62870.6190
A1 =1A2= 20.30310.31610.33220.32150.29560.21460.1865
A1 =2A2= 20.3 1400.34420.40630.41540.40630.34420.3 140
A1 =5A2= 20.34880.43910.61350.65540.67330.65350.6301
A1 =1A2= 50.61900.62870.61820.58400.52290.30590.2149
A1 =2A2= 50.63010.65350.67330.65540.61350.43910.3488
A1 =5A2= 50.66350.72600.80660.81540.80660.72600.663572
There are a number of interesting observations that come from these tables. We
mention just two of them. First, as might be expected,.Fdhas better power than J'
when the largest eigenvalue is associated with the largest noncentrality parameter.
For example, comparec1 =.5 (usual test) withc1 =.9 whenA1 > A2.
Secondly, which is somewhat of a surprise, notice that in some situations the power
of .Fd can decrease asfincreases. For example, compare ci = .1,A = 1 and
A2= 0 asfincreases.D
The previous two examples are computations for.Fd.One actually could use the
Imhof formula (5.1) for FR even though the denominator and numerator are not
necessarily independent. To see this first write -FR = .BecauseBis a
nonnegative definite matrix, note that we can write
Pr(1R>x)=Pr(Y1DY>O) ,D=AxB. (5.4)
Now one can expressY'DYin terms of a linear combination of independent chi-
squareds and then apply the Imhof formula(5.1).To apply(5.1)in this context
note that
B = f'(IP0)
and A =(1/trace(CCR))HRCH
whereHR = T(T'T)' LRwithLRdefined as in Lemma 4.14.Although one
could use this formulation to get Pr( TR > x) we explore another method for
gettingPr( 'FR > x) under the null hypothesis in the following section.
5.3. Saddlepoint Approximation.
Lieberman (1994) suggested a saddlepoint approximation for the distribution of
a ratio of quadratic forms in normal variables of the form R= 44JwhereBis a
nonnegative definite matrix and where ZMVN(0,I). Liberman (1994) adopted73
the Lugannani and Rice (1980) formula which is applied in obtaining an explicit
expression for the cumulative distribution function of the ratio of quadratic forms.
To calculate tail probabilities, write one minus the cumulative generating function
as
1
1.
Pr(Rx)=Pr(Z'DZ0)=-fexp 2wD}, (5.5)
2ii-z
where D=AxB. Applied to (5.5), the Lugannani-Rice (1980) formula is
Pr(R>x) 1)+)(f) (5.6)
whereandare the standard normal cdf and pdf respectively and where
=sign(/ln(12d)
and = {d/(1
In these expressionsis the saddlepoint satisfying >Ij =0 and d1 ,...,d
are the eigenvalues of the n x n matrix D.
Now let us apply the above to .TR.First note that we may suppose cr2=1.
Next, note that we can take A and B as defined at the end of the previous section.
Now let us examine the distribution under the null hypothesis. Under the null
hypothesis H: A'ö=0 we may suppose that Y has the same distribution as
Z +jiwhere ,u E However, it can be shown that A1u=0 and Bu=0 so
that under the null hypothesis the distribution of LT'R fits the above assumptions for
the saddlepoint approximation.
To get a critical value for ..FR notice that one must iterate. However, as with
the Imhof calculations, it would be easier to simply use (5.6) to compute a p-value
with x=.Fwhere F is an outcome on)Rand then judge the significance
based on the p-value.5.4. Critical Values.
To compute the critical values for Fd one can use any of the three methods
previously discussed. For -1R' however, only the Imhof (1964) and the Saddlepoint
approximation are appropriate when FR.Fd, i.e., when the numerator and the
denominator of .FR are not independent.
To get an idea about the three approximations several examples were examined.
Two tables are given below. The first table is for a two-way model with interaction
and the linear hypothesis is that of no row effects. The second table is for the two-
way additive model and again the linear hypothesis is that of no row effects. Each
table gives a specific incidence pattern labeled the n-pattern. Therand f
columns in the table are defined in the usual way and the h column is the
approximate degrees of freedom for the chi-squared approximation for SSDd, e.g.,
see the last part of Section 5.1. Then for each of the three possible test statistics ..F,
.FR and .1d identified via the rows of the table the critical points for the three
methods are given in the last three columns of the table.Note that in the first table
the .FR row is not included because .FR=Fd is always true in the two-way model
with interaction.Also, in the second table the chi-squared approximation is
included for FR even though it is not generally appropriate because the numerator
and the denominator are not independent.75
Table 5.3Critical value (Testing Row effect, c = 0.05) : Interaction Model
Saddle
n-patternr h f F-distImhofPoint
F 1 1 1 2.00002.000018.00003.5546 3.5546 3.5751
Fd2 2 2 2.00001.680718.00003.7490 3.7083 3.7001
666
F 12 6 2.00002.000018.00003.5546 3.5546 3.5751
Fd 12 6 2.00002.000018.00003.5546 3.5546 3.5751
126
F 1 1 1 2.00002.000018.00003.5546 3.5546 3.5751
Fd 133 2.00001.713418.00003.7267 3.7083 3.6748
755
F 12 6 2.00002.000018.00003.5546 3.5546 3.5751
Fd6 12 2.00002.000018.00003.5546 3.5546 3.5751
261
Table 5.4Critical value (Testing Row effect, o = 0.05) : Additive Model
Saddle
n-pattern r h f F-dist Imhof Point
F 1 1 1 2.00002.000022.0000 3.4434 3.4434 3.4611
Fd2 2 2 2.00001.680722.0000 3.6374 3.5983 3.5900
FR6 6 6 2.00001.680722.0000 3.6374 3.5983 3.5900
F 12 6 2.00002.000022.0000 3.4434 3.4434 3.4611
Fd 12 6 2.00002.000022.0000 3.4434 3.4434 3.4611
FR 12 6 2.00002.000022.0000 3.4434 3.2080' 3.2237
F 1 1 1 2.00002.000022.0000 3.4434 3.4434 3.4611
.Fd 133 2.00001.683322.0000 3.6356 3.5968 3.5879
FR7 55 2.0000 1.7 13422.0000 3.6151 35459(2)35344
F 12 3 2.00002.000022.0000 3.4434 3.4434 3.4611
Fd 12 0 2.00001.824322.0000 3.5441 3.5195 3.4889
FR75 6 2.00001.767222.0000 3.5799 3.4787 3.4562
F0 12 2.00002.0000 3.0000 9.5521 9.5221 9.7590
Fd 10 1 2.00001.9836 3.0000 9.5583 9.5553 9.7153
FR2 10 2.00001.9802 3.0000 9.5596 9.4825 9.639576
Note that in Table 5.4, four of the Imhof critical values have superscripts. These
critical values are where the numerator and the denominator ofFRare not
independent. When the numerator and denominator are independent as in Fd, the
Imhof calculations in the above table are based on three independent chi-squares
with 1, 1, and f degrees of freedom. However, when they are not independent, the
number of independent chi-squareds that are needed to do calculations is changed.
To see how the non-independence affects that number of chi-squareds we have
given below the calculations corresponding to each of the critical values with a
superscript. These are:
(1) Pr{0.45112(2)0.097O2(2)0.14582(20) > 0} = 0.05
(2) Pr{0.6987x2(1) + 0.2857x2(1)O.1455x2(1)O.16112(1)O.1612x2(20) > 0} = 0.05
(3) Pr{0.6607x2(1) + 0.31342(1)0.13612(1)0.1542X2(1) + O.1581X2(20) > 0} = 0.05
(4) Pr{0.5415x2(1) + 0.4500x2(1)3.1523x2(1)3.16082(2) > 0} = 0.05
In these calculations note that the sum of degrees of freedom corresponding to
negative coefficients is the error degrees of freedom f and the sum of the degrees of
freedom corresponding to the positive coefficients is equal to r = 2.
In these tables the Imhof critical values are essentially exact. Thus, it can be
observed that the chi-square approximation is pretty good for Fd,but it not very
good forFRin designs where the numerator and denominator are dependent.
Also, except for the last n-pattern in the second table the Saddlepoint
approximation seems satisfactory.77
5.5. Some Power Comparisons.
Some power comparisons for j and.Fdwere done in Section 5.2. In this
section we give a small power comparison study which includes..FR.The table
below gives the comparisons The model is the two-way additive model
E(Yk) = ji + a + I3j
and the linear hypothesis is that of no row effects. That is, the linear hypothesis is
that all of the a are equal. The table gives two different alternatives. The first
alternative has a1= 1 and all other parameters zero where the second alternative
has a3 = 1 and all other parameters zero. The distributions of the three mean
squares MSD,MSDdand MSDR have the form
ciX2(1,\i/a2) + C2X2(1,.A2/a2)
where the c2and )are given in the line corresponding to the mean square for the
three possible mean squares. Also, the three possible "noncentrality parameters"
, YdandPRare given in theo column. The power calculations are given in
the last column. All power calculations for .F and.Fdare computed via the
Imhof (5.1) and (5.3) formulae and the power calculations for.FRare computed
via (5.1) and (5.4) except in the in the second n-pattern where.Td=9RFor
example, the calculations for the 3rd n-pattern for thea1= 1alternatives are
Pr(J > K) = Pr{0.5X2(1,2.4882)0.52(10.l784)O.15652(22) >0) = .257
Pr(Fd > Kd} = Pr{0.7169x2(1,2.4882)O.28312(1.0.1784)0.I635x2(22) > 0} = .3 146
Pr(FR > K,} = Pr{0.69872(1.2.3664) +0.2857x2(l,O.2736)0.l4552(1,0.0258)0.161 12(I)0.l6122(20) >0] = .3044
Note that for .1 and.Tdthe linear combinations for computing the power can be determined from the table,
but that is not true forLPR, except in the second n-pattern, because of the lack of
independence between the numerator and the denominator.
Table 5.5 Power comparison (Additive Model)
n-pattern c2 A1 A2 power
=1 126MSD0.50000.50003.00003.00003.00000.5229
126MSDd0.50000.50003.00003.00003.00000.5229
126MSDR0.50000.50001.80001.80001.80000.3711
111MSD0.50000.50002.40390.26271.33330.2570
222MSDd0.71790.28212.40390.26271.80000.3092
666MSDR0.71790.28212.40390.26271.80000.3092
111MSD0.50000.50002.48820.17841.33330.2570
133MSDd0.71690.28312.48820.17841.83420.3146
755MSDR0.70450.29552.31690.32281.72760.3044
=1 126MSD0.50000.50000.40195.59813.00000.5229
126MSDd0.50000.50000.40195.59813.00000.5229
126MSDR0.50000.50000.24123.35881.80000.3711
111MSD0.50000.50000.24705.75303.00000.5229
222MSDd0.71790.28210.24705.75301.80000.3110
666MSDR0.71790.28210.24705.75301.80000.3110
111MSD0.50000.50000.3 1235.68773.00000.5229
133MSDd0.71690.28310.31235.68771.83420.3169
755MSDR0.70450.29550.19575.37951.72760.3064
There are two things in this table that are worth noting. First the ordering of the
power is exactly correlated with the ordering of the noncentrality parameters.
Secondly, the power ofJ'dalways exceeds the power of FR. These two
observations have also been observed in other examples that we have run.79
6. CONCLUSIONS, CONJECTURES AND REMARKS
The unweighted means procedure was introduced in Yates (1934). Since that
time a number of writers have suggested using the procedure in variance
component estimation and confidence intervals in mixed linear models and in
hypothesis testing in fixed linear models. The literature on variance component
analysis is more extensive than the literature on hypothesis testing in fixed linear
models. The purpose of this thesis has been to provide a more through and study of
the unweighted means procedure in testing linear hypotheses in fixed linear models.
6.1.Conclusions.
Assume one has the linear modelE(Y) = X8, z!S= 0, where Cov(Y) = oI
and suppose one is interesting in testing a linear hypothesis H: 0 = 0 where
o= A'S is an estimable linear parametric vector. Let 0 be thebluefor 0 and let
C be such that Cov( 0) = u2C. A summary of the results and conclusions in this
thesis are briefly summarized below.
Construction of Fd. Traditionally the literature on testing linear hypotheses in
the fixed linear model using the UM procedure has focused on the testing of main
effects in the two-way additive model with interaction. In Section 2 of Chapter 4
we generalize these results to show how the UM test statistic dcan be
constructed for any linear model of the form specified above and for any linear
hypothesis of the form H: 0 = 0.
The submodel. The test statistic.Fddepends on the investigator's choice of a
submodelE(Yd) = XdS, z'S= 0. To get the submodel one writes X =TXd
where T isn x dof rankd.ThenYd =(T'T)1T'Y. Here the choice of Tand Xd are not unique. We have suggested choosing the rows of Xd as the
distinct rows of X and then choosing T as the obvious classification matrix
satisfying X = TXd. That is, row i of T is all zeros except a one in thekth
column where rowkof Xd is theithrow of X. We think this partition of X is
the one that most closely follows the spirit of the unweighted means analysis.
There are, however, other choices. For example, consider a 2 x 2 additive model
with the incidence pattern
(2 1 [n]=0
2
Then two possible T and Xd matrices are
/10o\
100 10 1o
T1=0 1 Xdl= 1 100ii
oo 1 10 101) 001
/2-1-1i\ /1 10 1o\
10001
1 100 11
and =0 10 Xd2
10 1 1oJ 000 1
0 101) 0001
The first T, Xd combination is what we would suggest, but the second also
satisfies the requirements set out in Section 2 of Chapter 4. We did not pursue
examining the differences in .Fd resulting from different submodels.
The form of the test. The form of the devSS for the usual test is
SSD = O'CO. For the UM test the devSS has the same form except that Cd is
substituted for C where Cd is the covariance matrix of 0 computed from the
submodel acting as though Cov(Yd) = cy2I instead of the true
Cov(Yd) = cr2(T'T)'. That is, the test statistic tries to niirnic the test statistic thatE31
would be computed from the submodel. Typically the submodel is balanced so
that the test statistic tries to mimic a balanced model. The hope is that this will tend
to make the power function behave more like that of a balanced design.
Invariance of the test. The devSS for the UM test is like the devSS for the
usual test in the sense that no matter how the linear hypothesis is formulated nor
computed the answer is always the same.
Distribution of the test. The distribution of the test statistic.Fdfor the UM
procedure has the form
Ecx2(r,A/a2)
x2(f)/f (6.1)
where the c, rand X are determined from the eigenvalues, multiplicities and
eigenvectors of CCC as described in Theorem 4.6. Under the null hypothesis
the A are zero and under the alternative hypothesis the power of the test is an
increasing function in each )j.
Critical values and power. We showed how the Jmhof (1961) results can be
applied to basically get exact critical values, p-values and power. We also
investigated the Satterthwaite approximation and the Saddlepoint approximation for
getting critical values.
An alternative. We briefly investigatedinSection 4 of Chapter 6 the possibility
of using thebluefor 9 computed from the submodel acting like the covariance
matrix is a21 in the devSS for the UM method. However, from some simulations
not included in the thesis and from our power computations we believe using the
actualblueresults in a better test.
Some observations. The choice between the usual test and the UM procedure
test is not easy because of fact that neither test is uniformly more powerful than the
other. When the largest eigenvalue is associated the largest individual noncentralityparameters, then UM procedure seems more powerful. Otherwise the usual test is
as good or better than UM procedure. From empirical evidence it seems that the
noncentrality parameters ,o andpdcorrelate with the power of the test. That is,
whenp > cpdit seems that the usual test has the best power and the UM test based
on.Fdhas the best power when<Pd.Also, as stated in the literature the
power of the usual test is very dependent on the configuration of the sample sizes
and while the configuration does affect the power of.Fdthe effects on the power
seem somewhat less when compared with the usual test .F. Finally, from the
evidence we have seen in this thesis along with the ease of using .F, our overall
conclusion is that generally the usual test would be preferred over the UM test.
However, if one wanted to go to the work of getting the quantities in (6.1) and had
an idea about the alternatives of interest, then it might be beneficial to use the
Imhof procedure to calculate some power comparisons before deciding whether or
not to use the usual test.
6.2. Remarks (probability inequalities).
In our study to determine the critical values K andKd,we needed some
probability inequalities. Although we were not able to prove exactly what we
wanted we decided to include here some of the results that we did obtain as well as
some conjectures. These probability inequalities are all concerned with
nonnegative independent linear combinations of chi-squared random variables.
Proofs for the lemmas below and an asymptotic proof of conjectures are in the
appendix.
LetX1and X2 be independent random variables with continuous density
functions f',f2and distribution functionsF1 ,F2respectively. For 0 < A < 1,letT,,=AX1 + (1A)X2 and let G(t; A)=P{T), <t} denote the distribution
function of T. The first two lemmas below were suggested by Professor Birkes.
Lemma 6.1.G(t; A)=fF1(A(tx) + x)f2(x)dx.
The proof of the next lemma requires that one can differentiate through an
integral. We did not rigorously verify that this can be done, but the result of the
lemma is not used in any other results.
Lemma 6.2.(3/3A)G(t; ))= -A_2J x) + x)f2(x)dx.
Now for Ai,...,Ar > 0 and =1, let
Sr= and g=jA2,
where X1,X are iidx2(1). Note that, MSDd is of the form Sr whereas the
usual MSD is distributed as
Conjecture 6.1. Suppose that t > 0.Then
(a)For sufficiently large t, Pr{ Srt} is a decreasing function of g.
(b)For sufficiently small t, Pr{ Srt} is an increasing function g.
By noting that the minimum value for g is1 /r, that this minimum occurs at
=1/r for i=l,...,r, and that Srx2(r)when g attains this minimum we
immediately get the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.2.
(a)For sufficiently large t, Pr{Sr < t}P[x2(T)< t].
(b)For sufficiently small t, Pr{Sr < t} >P[X2(r)< t].
Note that Conjecture 6.2 provides a way to get inequalities for the critical points
of .F and .Fd. That is, for small o we would expect that Conjecture 6.2(a) would
be applicable to give
Pr{d>t}Pr{F>t}.Which implies for small c that if Pr{.Fd > Kd}=Pr{.F> K} =c, then
Kd >Kwhich is consistent with our numerical calculations.
We cannot prove the above conjectures, but we have verified the conjectures
for certain special cases. Our numerical work also suggests that the conjectures are
true. Iii addition, using a Satterthwaite approximation for S and then a Wilson-
Hilferty (1931) approximation we can verify the following lemma.
Lemma 6.3.For t0 and g as defined above, let
b(t,g)=(th/3(1g))±
Then
(a) Pr{S<t}=Pr{Z<b(t,g)}.
(b) b(t,g) is positive if t <(+i) and negative if t>(+ i).
(c)If t >(+ i)is fixed, then Pr{Z b(t, g)}is a decreasing function of g.
(d)If t <(+ i)is fixed, then Pr{Zb(t,g)} is an increasing function of g.
Note that (a), (c) and (d) of this lemma provide an approximate justification for
Conjectures 6.1, 6.2.In fact, parts (c) and (d) of the lemma provide guidelines for
the 'sufficiently large" and "sufficiently small" statements in Conjectures 6.1, 6.2.BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Proof of Lemma 6.1. Write
G(t; A) = P{TA <t} = E[P{T), <t X}] = fP{T,\ <t X2 = x}f2(x)dx.
Because of independence we can write
P{TA <tX =x}=P{AXi+(1A)x<tX2 =x}
=P{AX1 +(1 A)x < t} = F1(A1[t (1 A)x]) = F1(A'(tx) + x).D
Proof of Lemma 6.2. By Lemma 1,
(a/8A)G(t; A) = (O/8A)fF1(A1(tx) + x)f2(x)dx
Note that F2(x) is not differentiable at x = 0. However,F2is differentiable almost
everywhere. Now suppose that G(t; A) is differentiable and that the derivative
could be taken through the integral sign. Then the argument would proceed as
follows.
(a/0A)f°°F1(A-'(tx) + x)f2(x)dx = f(a/8A)F1(A1(tx) + x)f2(x)dx
As x variesfrom 0 to cc,'U=A1(tx)+x)c1[t (1 A)x] varies
fromA'ttocc,butFi(u)=Oforu<O,i.e.,forx>t/(lA).Then
(a/aA)G(t; A) = ft(a/aA)Fi(A_1(tx) + x)f2(x)dx =
A2)(tx)fi(A1(tx) + x)f2(x)dx. 0Proof of Lemma 6.3.
First let us apply a Satterthwaite approximation to S. That is approximateSr
bygx2(h)where g andhare selected to have the same first two moments as Si..
This gives
g=A and h=1/A
Now employ the Wilson-Hilferty (1931) approximation which states that
(2(h)/h)113is approximately normal with mean (1 and varianceThus
we may write
2
Pr(Sr<t)Pr{(1_+z1/7)3t}
where Z is normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance. Thus, we can
write
Pr(Sr<t)Pr{Z <b(t,g)}.
This gives part (a). For part (b) note that
--bt d)I
/(2g_9th/3+9)
ag" ' 12
from which part (b) follows.To get parts (c) and (d) use part (b) and the fact that
1/rgin